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Summary
The GREAT-project directly addresses the practical coordination of a transnational approach by 
focusing on coordinating alternative fuel infrastructure, national policies, local initiatives and busi-
ness models across borders. The purpose of this report is to identify business models emerging within 
e-mobility and g-mobility respectively, discuss the latest movements and conclude on impact and 
recommended policies to achieve a desired outcome to promote fossil free road transportation.

E-Mobility
All signs now point at an e-mobility mass market likely to be realized by 2025 given the large number 
of new EV models to be launched by major vehicle manufacturers in the next few years. Given that 
vehicles are now attractive, competitive and achieve reasonable range widths, lack of public charging 
is still considered to make consumers hesitate to buy an EV.

Existing business models are to a large extent built on partnerships and alliances in order to provide 
customers with integrated e-mobility value propositions. Significant vertical integration is observed 
in order to acquire needed capabilities. In this study four major types of Business Model legacy plat-
forms are identified; power, location, vehicle and operations, from where players invest and operate 
their e-mobility business. It is clear that vehicle manufacturers are interested in taking a larger stake 
in and responsibility for the required public charging infrastructure that will need to be built.

The e-mobility public charging segment is subject to a difficult business case with large investments 
and currently too little demand. It is therefore critical in any business model to find more revenue 
sources and lighten the investment burden. There exist already today several business models that 
try to address these challenges through targeting also the private charging segment or deriving value 
from co-located business. Several of the large vehicle OEMs, power grid companies or global fuel 
station chains will also have to look beyond the stand alone charging business in order to find the 
business logic.

In the near future it is likely that these challenges remain and so the business models identified will 
still be relevant. It is worth noting that there are other parallel developments with regards to trans-
portation, energy and infrastructure on-going. These may fundamentally alter the e-mobility future 
outlook such as a parallel set up of hydrogen/fuel cell infrastructure or electrical roads.

Having overcome the very early development stages there is now an immediate need, and window 
of opportunity, to increase the EV fleet which will significantly increase demand for public charging 
infrastructure. The need for a public charging infrastructure in the short term is also understood as 
a need for strategic locations that can better close the gap between dense charging point urban areas 
and more remote. There is also a need for larger clusters of charging points offering differentiated 
service levels and charging speeds, all in order to better meet e-mobility customer demands. From a 
customer demand point of view it is also desired to see open interoperable e-mobility infrastructure 
initiatives emerge around generally accepted industry wide payment and connectivity solutions. 

Policy recommendations derived from observations and conclusions include heavier subsidizing on 
EV:s particularly targeting BEV:s in the non-premium segment. Policy measures and incentives is 
needed as the market needs a rapid upscale for climate and environmental reasons. Lower electricity 
cost for charging is also important and this report suggests tax exemption on electricity for EV charg-
ing as one possible measure. When it comes to the infrastructure this report propose to subsidize the 
set-up of larger clusters of public chargers in well-defined strategic locations, as defined by travel 
patterns. In order to improve interoperability this report suggests providing grants or subsidies to 
support development of industry wide solutions with regards to payments or integrated connectivity 
solutions. Finally, in order to neutralize market uncertainty about tax exemptions or direct subsi-
dies this report proposes using a phased approach about time horizons tied to the development of 
e-mobility.



G-Mobility:
Compressed natural gas CNG and compressed biogas CBG have already gained some market share 
in Nordics as vehicle fuel. The lack of infrastructure has been regarded as a barrier for further growth 
in the use of fuel gas, especially regarding use of liquefied gas (LNG/LBG) in heavy-duty transport. 
The LNG/LBG infrastructure business is developing in Nordic countries. There is a positive devel-
opment atmosphere especially in Sweden based on recently announced investment initiatives by For-
donsGas and Gasum.  From the sustainability perspective it is important to recognize that LNG is one 
of a few available fuels, that is cleaner than diesel, for the heavy-duty transport at the moment, and it 
paves way to renewable LBG, as the fuelling infrastructure invested for LNG can be used for LBG. 

There are three main targets which all are equally important to drive the growth in LNG/LBG fuelling 
infrastructure business: 1) Increasing LNG/LBG demand (use) in heavy-duty transport 2) Scaling up 
the LNG/LBG infrastructure (fuelling station network) 3) Providing LNG/LBG at a competitive 
price (cf. diesel). Based on anticipated development of the first-mover strategies and development 
along the value chain, the future g-mobility business models can be summarized as Gas-driven, 
Infrastructure-driven, Customer value-driven or Opportunity-driven business model. In Gas-driven 
model the operator aims at getting added business value from access to growing volumes of imported 
or produced liquefied gas (LNG/LBG). In Infrastructure-driven model, the operator strives for get-
ting added business value from adding new products to existing fuel distribution infrastructure. In 
Customer value-driven model the operator’s goal is to get added business value from a broader offer-
ing to selected (existing) customer groups. In Opportunity-driven model the operator will utilize e.g. 
access to an optimal location station  to a critical mass of customers.  

Logistics customers sit on the driver’s seat in the development, as they have the decision power to 
demand and contract sustainable trucking services. The vehicle manufacturers have an important 
enabling role in creating the demand for LNG/LBG. 

To strengthen the LNG/LBG market, and to make business models more viable, there is need for 
policy measures and subsidies. The predictability of policies/subsidies is a key factor as the creation 
of the needed g-mobility ecosystem takes some time. The encouragement of market pull, i.e. the end 
customer demand, should be addressed firstly in policies. It is also important to maintain a long-term 
competitive price level for LNG/LBG, compared with diesel. In order to encourage the transition 
from mature diesel technology to new and more expensive LNG/LBG technology, both the vehicle 
investments and fuelling infrastructure investments should be subsidized for a certain period of tran-
sition time.
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1.1 Background
Transportation is key to modern society’s evolvement, development and perseverance. It enables 
local and global trade as well as commuting, business travel and tourism. However, on the other 
hand, according to IPCC (2014), transportation account for 14 percent of the world’s emissions of 
greenhouse gases. And, on a global scale, transport is highly (≈96%) dependent on fossil fuels. One 
way to counteract the global warming caused by transportation is to use alternative fuels for propul-
sion of vehicles. 

The need for introducing alternative fuels in the transport sector has been reaffirmed by the Euro-
pean Union. It is also necessary to make sure that both alternative fuel vehicles and infrastructure 
work seamlessly across borders. This is a prerequisite to facilitate cross-border e- and g-mobility. 
The establishment of an alternative fuels transport system requires European countries to work on 
common policy frameworks and on business models that can support alternative fuels both within 
and/or across borders.

The GREAT-project directly addresses the practical coordination of this transnational approach by 
focusing on coordinating alternative fuel infrastructure, national policies, local initiatives and busi-
ness models across borders. This approach builds on a transport corridor concept spanning from 
Hamburg to Oslo/Stockholm, to support the exchange of knowhow and develop an example for 
transnational policy coordination in the field of alternative fuels. 

1.2 About GREAT
Green REgions with Alternative fuels for Transport (GREAT) is an EU funded project in the Scandi-
navian-Mediterranean Corridor between Hamburg and Oslo/Stockholm. It was initiated by the polit-
ical network STRING and is supported by the Connecting Europe Facility of the European Union 
(CEF). The project is a way to meet the urgent need to lower harmful emission levels from European 
road transportation, both light and heavy.

GREAT is one of the largest ongoing CEF projects building infrastructure for alternative fuels in 
Northern Europe. The project partners are installing 70 quick chargers and three LNG/LBG (Lique-
fied natural gas / Liquefied biogas) stations in close proximity to the Scandinavian-Mediterranean 
Core Network Corridor. 

The overall goal for GREAT is to reduce fossil emissions by enabling a strongly increased market 
demand for alternative fuels transport solutions. This is done both by ensuring access to supply of 
alternative fuels as well as through working actively to change attitudes and increase usage of more 
sustainable fuels. Both through the business and the policy dimension. 

1.3 Purpose of this report
The purpose of this report is to identify business models emerging within e-mobility and g-mobility 
respectively, discuss the latest movements and conclude on impact and recommended policies to 
achieve a desired outcome to promote fossil free transportation. In short, the study will be carried out 
following the below steps;

• Provide a background to current policies, trends and latest development for e- and g-mobility 
respectively  

• Take a starting point in the ecosystems and value chains associated with e- and g-mobility
• Map main existing business models with regards to e- and g-mobility and exemplify e-mobility 

public charging business models
• Discuss future business models and impact on a desired development of e- and g-mobility
• Conclude on recommendations for policies within funding, based on business model findings, 

that will strengthen a desired development of e- and g-mobility 
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1.4 Scope and delimitations

In general
Focus and stakeholders are collected from the GREAT geography and corridors pointed in the coun-
tries involved, meaning Germany, Denmark, Sweden and Norway. Due to the inherent differences 
between the two alternative fuels studied in this report, they will be studied separately. There is also a 
difference in the number of vehicles and the number of infrastructure investments needed for the two 
types of fuels as well as the fact that e-mobility is a B2C market (light vehicles) whereas g-mobility 
is a B2B market targeting heavy vehicles.. There is also a larger uncertainty in the e-mobility market, 
due to emerging technologies.  

E-Mobility
The GREAT initiative and corridors primarily target the demand for Public Fast Charging and not 
least travelling long distances. Private charging solutions are treated only as long as they are relevant 
to understand the development of public charging.  

G-Mobility
A relevant alternative for the transport sector to meet the target of CO2 emission reduction is g-mo-
bility, the use of gas as a vehicle fuel instead of fossil gasoline or diesel.
This study addresses LNG and LBG as alternative clean fuels for the heavy-duty transport and 
focuses on the development of business models for the required fuelling infrastructure in Sweden 
and in Denmark, along the TEN-T corridors.

1.5 Approach and Analytical Framework
The approach to analysing business models takes a rather broad view in order to capture both the 
uncertainties that surround these developments as well as the large number of stakeholders/players 
that are involved. When studying business models it is key to remember that it is not only the revenue 
models or pricing schemes that are of interest but rather the full spectra of components in order to 
reap business opportunities in a market place. 

The steps in our approach include the following; 
1. Mapping the Ecosystem
2. Describing the Value Chain(s)
3. Identify Existing Business Models
4. Discuss Business Models impact on a desired e- and g-mobility
5. Recommend Policy measures for Business Models that will favour a desired outcome in e- and 

g-mobility 

1.6 Business Model Definition
Business models entail the realisation of opportunities as driven by new technologies in the cases of 
e- and g-mobility and have to do with a wider spectrum of issues to handle such as business legacy, 
legislation, economics or consumer preferences. The adoption of business models and how they are 
set out to operate can therefore have a significant impact on the development of a specific market. 

There are a few fundamental criteria that prove to be universal measures of success when it comes to 
understanding how to describe a desired outcome in any relevant market tied to transport infrastruc-
ture. It is clear that the amount of transportation work is relevant but equally important is effective-
ness in terms of competition and not least meeting customer requirements.     

In the cases of e- and g-mobility it is fair to say that both markets currently are in immature devel-
opment stages where demand, supply and customer requirements are not always very well known. A 
few typical characteristics of an immature market would include;
• Lots of players competing
• Different kind of players with different set of capabilities and strengths
• Uncertainty about technologies for both vehicles and infrastructure  
• Poor business case for infrastructure investments with too little market pull
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Business Models set out to operate in this type of environment may also lead to unhealthy outcomes 
such as limiting competition through locking in customers, meeting only basic customer require-
ments, excessive pricing and single players’ business decisions stalling overall development.

It then becomes even more important to look at what business models have emerged and decide on 
what business models may be best suited to support a healthy and desired development for the future.

The business model ties together the required capabilities, value proposition, customers targeted and 
not least revenue streams in order to efficiently operate and serve on a market. This study will work 
with a comprehensive yet simplified business model definition that include the following building 
blocks as displayed in the table below. 

Business Model Building Block Key Questions
Delivery model What delivery capabilities are needed? 

How are these capabilities acquired? Inhouse, Partner, Sourced  
Value Proposition What is the Value Proposition to customers?

What direct services are offered?
What additional service offering is included?

Market/Sales What e- and  g-mobility customer segments are targeted?
How do we reach out to these segments?

Revenue/Pricing model Fixed vs variable fees?
Packaged fees?
Pricing model? Charging time, Amount charged
Pricing Schemes used (levels, time based etc)
Discount/Loyalty programs

Table 1: Business Model key questions per building block
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2. Current Policies
In GREAT Road Map, Activity 5 – Study, Policy Measures, a comprehensive study on decarbonizing 
the transport sector in the GREAT corridor is outlined. The purpose of the Road Map is to inves-
tigate and propose long term policy development to enable the transition to alternative fuels 
and upscale the transition. For a thorough evaluation of current policy measures the reader is 
encouraged to go through that report. Below the stage is set for the business model framework 
with the current policies EU and the compliance from countries within the GREAT-project as well 
as other policies from the four countries that impact the GREAT project. 
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2.1 EU policies
The European Union is working on several levels supporting sustainable mobility in Europe. The 
Car Labelling Directive (1999/94/EC) defines how to label the energy efficiency of private cars, 
which fixes the emission limits for private passenger cars to an average of 95 gram CO2 per kilo-
metre and light commercial vehicles to an average of 147 gram CO2 per kilometre in 2021. 

The Clean Vehicles Directive (2009/33/EC) aims at a broad market introduction of environmen-
tally-friendly vehicles. It requires that energy and environmental impacts linked to the operation of 
vehicles over their whole lifetime are considered in all purchases of road transport vehicles, as cov-
ered by the public procurement Directives and the public service Regulation. 

The Commission is presently supporting three main alternative types of fuels and propulsion tech-
nologies which are being developed within the time horizon of 2020. Demonstrations aim to prove 
vehicle and infrastructure performance and safety with a view to removing market entry barriers. The 
candidate fuels and propulsion systems include:
• Battery electric and hybrid electric vehicles with plug-in 
• Biofuels, liquid or gaseous

The policy related to battery-powered vehicles is mainly focused on technological optimization and 
market development. Future challenges in this field include reliability and durability of batteries and 
super-capacitors, reducing battery weight and volume, safety, cost reduction, improved hybrid elec-
tric power-trains, charging infrastructure and plug-in solutions. 

Whereas, the present EU biofuels policy focuses on the development of second generation biofu-
els, overcoming market barriers, and the improvement of distribution and storage systems. Biofuels 
should be produced in ways that do not cause significant environmental damage or competition with 
food production, or compromise bio-diversity

The importance of this aspect is developed in the Directive on the deployment of alternative fuels 
infrastructure (2014/94/EU), which:
1. Requires Member States to develop national policy frameworks for the market development of 

alternative fuels and their infrastructure;
2. Foresees the use of common technical specifications for recharging stations;
3. Paves the way for setting up appropriate consumer information on alternative fuels, including a 

clear and sound price comparison methodology.

It requires that an appropriate number of charge points accessible to the public are put in place by 31 
December 2020, to ensure that electric vehicles can circulate at least in urban/suburban agglomerations. 
For the alternative fuels, it requires an appropriate number of CNG-stations in urban/suburban (and 
other densely populated areas) by the end of 2020. It also requires an appropriate number of CNG-sta-
tions along the TEN-T core network by end of 2025. And, it also requires an appropriate number of 
LNG-stations for heavy-duty vehicles along the TEN-T core network by end of 2025. Furthermore, the 
directive suggests that refuelling points along this network should be located approximately every 400 
km for LNG.

Member states were required to formulate National policy frameworks for the market development of 
alternative fuels by 18 November 2016, followed by a report on their implementation in November 2019. 

The recent regulation, EU Commission’s third “mobility package”, addresses reducing CO2 emis-
sions from heavy-duty vehicles.  On 17 May 2018, the European Commission presented a legislative 
proposal in which the proposed targets for average CO2 emissions from new lorries are:
• In 2025, 15% lower than in 2019
• In 2030, at least 30 % lower than in 2019 (indicative target, subject to review in 2022).

The proposal also includes a mechanism to incentivise the uptake of zero- and low-emission vehicles. 
Member States will collect and submit registration data concerning all new HDVs, including trailers, 
registered in each calendar year.  As of 1 January 2019, lorry manufacturers monitor and report annually 
the CO2 emissions and fuel consumption of each new vehicle they produce for the EU market. This 
information will be calculated using the new Vehicle Energy Consumption Calculation Tool (VECTO).
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2.2 National policies1

Germany
The National Strategic Framework formulates Germany’s goals and measures for developing infra-
structure for the alternative fuels of electricity, hydrogen and natural gas. Germany is thereby fulfill-
ing an important specification of the EU Directive 2014/94/EU. The Federal Ministry of Transport 
and Digital Infrastructure’s actions according to that Directive are:
• Equipping all managed highway rest facilities with fast recharging poles.
• 300-million-euro funding program for a nationwide network with 5,000 fast and 10,000 regular 

charging poles by 2020.
• ”On-site electric mobility” funding program with around 35 million euro per year to support 

municipalities in the procurement of electric vehicles and the associated construction of charging 
infrastructure required.

By 2025 there will be a basic network of LNG refuelling stations (liquid natural gas) for heavy goods 
vehicles along the TEN-T core network. LNG supply of ships in harbour through “truck-to-ship” 
bunkering is already secured. The development of infrastructure for LNG supply in harbours will 
take place according to demand. The actions will be:
• Funding of the first demonstration projects, e.g. procurement of LNG truck fleets, LNG Power-

Packs for shore-side power supply of container ships during downtime.
• Developing a BMVI funding programme, to support the equipping and conversion of ships with 

LNG drive systems.

Germany has incentives and Tax programs for EV and infrastructure development. New BEV:s are 
subsidized with € 4,000 and PHEV:s with € 3000 for a total of 600 million Euros. Premium cars are 
not eligible to the incentive because there is a cap of € 60,000 on the purchase price. New EV:s are 
also exempted 10 years from vehicle tax since 2016. There is also an incentive program direct to 
governmental fleets worth 100 million Euros. Up to 2018 Germany also have tax discounts on some 
biofuels.

Sweden
The commission has asked Sweden and Denmark (plus 7 other Member States) to fully transpose EU 
rules on the deployment of alternative fuels infrastructure. (These Member States have only partially 
notified the Commission of measures transposing the Directive into national law.)

Sweden has several tax and subsidization programs to promote clean transport, and to decrease fossil 
fuels. First there is the bonus-malus-system on new vehicles, in which new EV:s is subsidized up to 
€ 6 000 (SEK 60 000) depending on how clean the vehicle is. (All new BEV:s get full subsidization.) 
That is the bonus, the malus is that other vehicle types are heavily taxed depending on its CO2-emis-
sions the first three years. After the first three years, the vehicle tax is still differenced according to 
its CO2-emissions, but in the same magnitude. 

Another incentive is discounts on the tax when driving company cars for private use, here both BEV 
and PHEV are qualified up to 40 percent of the taxable value of the conventional equivalent. There 
is also higher taxation on fossil fuels and subsidization on procurement on electrical buses as well 
as subsidies for 50 percent of the higher cost for an HDV running on LNG/LBG. Sweden has also 
several state funding/research programs for environmentally friendly vehicles.2

Denmark
As for Sweden, Denmark has been asked to fully transpose EU rules on the deployment of alternative 
fuels infrastructure.

Denmark has a progressive tax reduction for BEV:s as well as a tax reduction from home charging 
infrastructure. The tax reduction on BEV:s was 100 percent up to 2015, but from 2016 the tax reduc-
tion goes down progressively each year so that in year 2023 the reduction is zero and they will pay 

1  The material is based on information from Governments, EU and GREAT Road Map.
2  Up until recently, there was also a stately funded program called Klimatklivet. In that subsidization on charging infrastructure was 
targeted both private use and public use; for private use it covered 50 percent of the hardware and installation (up to maximum € 1 000, SEK 10 
000). For enterprises subsidies could not exceed € 200 000 over a three-year period. The upcoming Government has said that Klimatklivet will 
come back in some form, but not what it will contain this time.
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full tax. (This only holds for cars with prices up DKK 400,000 including VAT.) In 2019 and 2020 
electric vehicles up to DKK 400.000 are also exempted from the normal 150 per cent value-added 
tax on cars. Until 01/01/2020, EV charging providers are able to provide private consumers with 
discounted electricity. Deduct the tax on energy for EVs. The tax reduction from a home charger is 
limited to € 1 612 and is target to private car owners. They also have a regional development fund for 
external project that matches regional objectives.  

Norway
The Norwegian Parliament has decided on a national goal that all new cars sold by 2025 should be 
zero emission (electric or hydrogen). Since the early 1990’s incentives have been gradually intro-
duced by different governments and broad coalitions of parties to speed up the transition. 

By 2017 the Norwegian Government launched a program to finance the establishment of at least two 
multi standard fast charging points every 50 km on all main roads in Norway. Fast charging points 
have been successfully established on all main roads with the exceptions of Finnmark and Lofoten.  

Norway have a vehicle tax depending on CO2-emissions, with zero tax on BEV:s. No purchase/
import/VAT taxes on EV:s where the VAT exemption also is valid for leasing vehicles. As in Sweden, 
Norway has 40 percent reduced company car tax for EV:s. Charges on toll roads with upper limit of 
maximum 50 percent of full price and, locally, the EV:s has lower (up to 50 percent) parking fee as 
well. EV:s has a rebate on ferries and access to bus lanes. Norway also have state funded programs 
for accelerate environmental friendly solutions (vehicles). 
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3. E-Mobility
E-mobility is coming closer to being realized and major barriers to EV uptake such as poor range 
width, high price and few models to select from are currently being teared down. What remains 
then is the third ranked barrier by most EV consumers and that is access to efficient charging 
points. This is currently a real barrier and may well prove to be the significant barrier in the 
future development of e-mobility unless addressed properly. E-mobility initiatives to address 
this issue are numerous but many of the business decisions and challenges to make it happen 
remain unresolved. It is therefore critical to look at the development of e-mobility from a busi-
ness model perspective.
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3.1 Background to E-mobility
Tesla pioneered the e-mobility market in the very early stages with a business model where they had 
to provide a solution including a “public” charging network with the sale of an EV. However, there 
are some features and drawbacks with the early Tesla business model. Firstly, the business model 
is closed and opens only to Tesla owners. Secondly, replication is neither easy nor desired since it 
would allow only more very expensive EVs on the market to cope with the investment of another 
charging network being set up. It would also have to be set up in parallel rather than as a complement. 
Thirdly, the free charging included by Tesla has meant that customers also today expect free charging 
from competing solutions. A key question in this study is therefore what comes next after Tesla and 
their advent business model?        

As in any new market a large number of new players with different legacies are entering the market. 
They all possess different set of capabilities and have a more or less clear business strategy. From a 
business model perspective this report is interested in understanding what legacy can be exploited 
and how? 
  
In addition, it is key to understand that the e-mobility market spans a private and public segment with 
very different business conditions. This is particularly so when you compare the overall private and 
public segments. Investment in fast public charging points may be 10 times the investment in private 
segment solutions typically set up at home and for “overnight” charging.

On the other hand, the charging volumes in the private segment are much larger and home charging a 
game changer as compared to traditional ICE vehicles. It is also true that customer requirements are 
significantly greater in the public segment for instance when it comes to charging speed adding to the 
difficult public segment equation.

Also, from a price perspective it is possible to charge significantly higher prices in the public seg-
ment, but the private segment has a hampering effect on also public price levels. With the seemingly 
difficult business conditions in the public charging segment at hand poses another set of key ques-
tions. What are viable business models that have emerged to address also the public segment? How 
can the dynamics between the private and public segments be used to promote e-mobility?

The e-mobility market is moving rapidly both when it comes to technology and demand, and poten-
tially stands at a crossroad in the next coming years. This means there will be significant future 
changes that will have an impact on business models. What are those changes and how will they 
impact existing and future business models?   

Finally, this report is interested in how business models can and will impact the development of 
e-mobility at large when it comes to accelerating speed, cost efficiency, meeting customers’ require-
ments and a healthy infrastructure market set up. 

The e-mobility section of this report will address all of the above with a particular focus on the e-mo-
bility public charging segment since it has the most bearing on charging infrastructure being set up 
and open up for fossil free GREAT corridors.  

3.1.1 Status of E-Mobility and Public Charging Networks3

Several countries have made rather strong statements on targets when it comes to development of the 
EV market and phasing out of combustion engine vehicles. The Netherlands plan to ban sales of new 
petrol and diesel cars starting in 2025, and aim to phase out the combustion engine completely by 
2030. Countries connected by the GREAT corridors in this initiative also show very ambitious plans 
where Germany plans to phase out petrol and diesel vehicles by 2030, Norway to sell only EV:s or 
PHEV:s by 2025 and Denmark to ban sales of petrol and diesel cars by 2030. Sweden has set a target 
of decreasing emissions from the vehicle fleet by 70% by 2030.

3 Numbers from European Alternative Fuels Observatory
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Denmark
The Danish EV market has seen significant growth since early 2010 but has stagnated since the start 
of 2016 due to the removal of previous subsidies. There is a comparably large share of BEV:s in 
Denmark relative to Sweden and Germany. This is due to previous quite large incentives for BEV:s 
that have now been removed. However in the last few years sales of PHEV:s increased significantly 
due to being taxed similarly to  BEV:s. 

The EV market in Denmark has previously largely been dominated by Tesla. In 2015 the Tesla 
Model S had a share of 56%. As new models are introduced, the market is diversified and new brands 
are starting to gain larger shares. During 2018, Kia Niro has been the most sold EV on the Danish 
market, followed by Volkswagen Golf. 
 

Sweden
The EV market in Sweden has been dominated by PHEV:s, currently making up 77% of the market. 
However, even though PHEV:s have undoubtedly gained traction in Sweden, BEV:s have also seen 
a steady increase over the last few years.

The Swedish market is characterised by a relatively even distribution between major models, but the 
PHEV:s Volkswagen Passat and Kia Optima are popular models that have substantial market shares.

Germany
Germany has seen increasing sales of EV:s the latest years as new models have been introduced on 
the market. There is currently a balance between PHEV and BEV:s, and both segments seem to be 
growing at the same pace since 2015.

No clear model or brand currently dominates the German EV market. Renault Zoe and Volkswagen 
E-Golf are popular models with 8% of the market respectively. However, they are closely followed 
by BMW 225xe Active Tourer and Smart Fortino, both with 7% of the market. 
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Figure 1: Number of BEV/PHEV:s in Denmark 2010-2018 and EV/PHEV sales in Den-
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3.1.2 E-Mobility – EV Sales and Charging Infrastructure in Comparison
Netherlands has the most public charging points per million population followed closely by Norway, 
Denmark, Sweden and lastly Germany. Comparing the share of electric vehicle sales between the 
Netherlands and Norway, it is notable that the Netherlands share of EV sales is well below Norway’s 
despite a similar charging point densities. The Netherlands has been successful in installing fast 
chargers across the country, reaching more fast chargers per million population than any other coun-
try, but have not been as successful in growing the EV fleet. None of the Danish, Swedish or German 
markets have seen public charging points or electric vehicle sales shares reach comparable levels.

3.1.3 E-Mobility Trends
A number of trends are observed throughout e-mobility having to do with either the EV market or the 
charging infrastructure market. Some of these trends are introduced below.

Trends on the EV Market

Launch of new EV models to reach mass market
The EV market is about to take off with a large number of global vehicle manufacturers preparing 
to launch a multitude of models in the next 1-3 years. Launch of several electrical vehicle models 
by most global car manufacturers are to be expected to reach some 300-350 new models in this time 
frame. 4

Current EV fleet primarily in very urban areas
Current EV fleet is primarily found in major urban areas and the customer behavior very much relies 
on private charge points for short distance travel rather than a public charging network. 5

4  McKinsey & Company ’Charging ahead: Electric vehicle infrastructure demand’
5  Interview with Power Circle

Figure 4: Public charging points per million population and electric vehicle sales share in 
relevant countries. 
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ICE manufacturers are stepping up their presence
A very large number of players are entering and preparing themselves to drive the transformation 
towards real e-mobility at a large scale. Several global vehicle manufacturers are now taking a lead 
in the development of a new infrastructure for EV
More powerful battery technology
EV’s battery packs have rapidly become more powerful, already allowing for range widths beyond 
500 km (WLTP) in some current models. 6 In the coming years new battery technologies such as solid 
state and others will allow more powerful, compact batteries at lower cost and higher safety.

Trends on the Charging Infrastructure Market
Charging infrastructure, much like electric vehicles, are experiencing a growth state in supply and 
available technology. Comprehensive and user-friendly public charging networks is one the main 
long-term driver behind growth of the EV market. While there is a clear growth and overall improve-
ment of charging infrastructure, there are still uncertainties in the future of charging infrastructure.
Fast charging is still a difficult business case
The business case for fast charging points is poor, with large investment up front and lacking custom-
ers leading to very long pay-back times. There are also uncertainties to a large extent on how much 
public fast charging the customers need. 7

Public charging requires fast charging
The current trend is towards fast charging in early markets and phases in order to cover geographies 
and connecting regions with sufficient local charging options. 
Vehicle charging technology lagging behind Charging Point technology
Charging infrastructure initiatives by Ionity and E.ON are installing multiple charging outlets per 
location with capabilities of charging at 150-350 kW, with the potential of reducing charging time 
by a substantial amount. The current EV fleet is however not able to use the full potential of such 
charging points, many vehicles currently capping out at 50 kW charging. 
Vehicle to Grid
Vehicle to grid involves using the battery capacity of EV:s  to store electricity and sell it back through 
the grid to various consumers. There are several pilots being pursued, among them Nissan, Enel and 
Nuvve who runs the first commercial vehicle to grid hub in Denmark. There are however a number 
of uncertainties to overcome since the lifespan of batteries and general capacity may be diminished.
Digital and Charging Services may shape a new E-Mobility market
Charging Services are getting more complex also introducing digital content and services in combination 
with the electrification trend including internet of things, mobility as a service and increased connectivity.

3.1.4 E-Mobility Market Segments
There are some four main segments often referred to with regards to e-mobility charging infrastruc-
ture. As illustrated in Figure 5, charging can either be done at public or private charging points. 
Public charging points are operated by a CPO whereas the private segment contains all charging 
carried out typically either at home or at work.

6  Teknikens Värld ‘Tesla Model 3 får CCS-kontakt i Europa’ 15 november 2018
7  Workshops with E.ON

Figure 5: Segments in EV charging infrastructure.
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Figure 5 shows the four different identified segments, where long distance public charging is marked 
by an icon of a vehicle seeing as it is the most relevant segment in the GREAT corridor initiative.

It is important to understand that close to 90% of all charging of EV:s in the European Union is done 
either at home or at work. This leaves only a small fraction to the public segment, and an even smaller 
fraction to the public long distance charging segment. Given this reality the business of setting up 
public charging points is challenging. However, this pattern is expected to change quite dramatically 
over the next decade. As seen in figure 10, by 2030 public charging need is expected to be some 60% 
in a scenario where public charging will see the highest growth, and some 50% in a scenario where 
home-centered charging will see the highest growth. In both scenarios customers living in house-
holds without home charging options are expected to be the main drivers behind the development.8/9

3.1.5 E-Mobility Public Charging Business Conditions
Investment in public charging is capital intensive. The capital expenditure of a 50kW fast charger can 
be divided into three main parts, deployment, grid connection and charger plus electrical enclosure. 
The charger and electrical enclosure require half of the total CAPEX estimated to some 58 000 euro 
(600 000 SEK). The operating expenditure of the charger is around 4 800 euro (50 000 SEK) per 
year. 10

The average usage of fast chargers in Sweden is currently very marginal with only 2-3 customers per 
day. This equals to a total of only some 17 kWh usage per day. 

8  McKinsey & Company ‘Charging ahead: Electric vehicle infrastructure demand’
9  Figure from McKinsey & Company ’Charging ahead: Electric vehicle infrastructure demand’
10  Approximate costs provided by E.ON

Figure 6: Energy Demand Charging Patterns in EU 2020-2030
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3.2 E-Mobility Ecosystem
A business ecosystem is the network of organizations — including suppliers, distributors, customers, 
competitors, government agencies, and so on — involved in the delivery of a specific product or 
service through both competition and cooperation. The ecosystem concept is built on that each entity 
affects and is affected by the others, creating a constantly evolving relationship in which each entity 
must be flexible and adaptable in order to survive. 11

The main players in the e-mobility ecosystem can be divided up into natural groups taking the end 
customers as a starting point. There are for instance suppliers of hardware, providers of vehicles and 
customer facing CPOs. Below are the main players of the e-mobility ecosystem listed and described 
in summary.
CPOs
CPOs handle the operation and maintenance of the charging point, focusing on the customer inter-
face and providing a charging service that lives up to customer’s requirements. Players such as Ionity 
and Clever thereby focus on charging availability and interfaces.
Loction owners
Location owners in public charging infrastructure vary across markets. Traditional fuelling stations 
are key players, often partnering with CPOs to provide their location for installation of a charging 
point. Players in retail and food services are also known to operate as location owners as is the case 
for Lidl and McDonalds, currently installing public charging points at their stores.
Power suppliers
Power suppliers are among the most active players in the e-mobility eco-system. From exemplifying 
the power supply players with E. ON, Vattenfall and Fortum, it is noticeable that all have existing 
stakes in the charging infrastructure market on top of their core business of supplying power to 
households and businesses.
Vehicle manufacturers
All major vehicle manufacturers have some stake in the e-mobility ecosystem. Among them Renault, 
Nissan, Audi, Jaguar and Mercedes have EV models available. Their interest in the market is based 
on the fundamental need of charging solutions to drive sales of EV:s. Many therefore act in the 
market in the form of partnerships, while Tesla have established their own charging network.
Charging point hardware manufacturers
The manufacturing of the hardware used at private and public charging stations can be done either by 
a player with a background in other technical hardware solutions e.g. ABB and GARO, but also from 
a player with background in EV charging e.g. EV-Box.
Networks & Platforms
To reach interoperability among CPOs, players in networks and platforms such as Gireve and Hub-
ject provide software to CPOs to allow for standardized payment solutions and interfaces. Through 
their business model, network and platform players can cover large geographies with their platform, 
essentially helping fulfil customer requirements such as charging alternatives for long distance trips.

11  As defined by investopedia

Figure 8: Ecosystem EV charging infrastructure
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Others
Other players in the eco-system include construction players (e.g. Bravida and Eltel) who construct 
the infrastructure surrounding the charging station, grid players and fleet owners (Uber and Hertz). 
Furthermore, regulators, EV organisations and universities play a role in the overall development of 
the market through research or issue-based projects.

3.3 E-Mobility Value Chain
A value chain is the full range of activities – including design, production, marketing and distribution 
– businesses conduct to bring a product or service from conception to delivery.12

With an overall purpose of charging infrastructure to provide power to electric vehicles one can iden-
tify the starting point of the charging infrastructure value chain: the power supplier. The following 
steps in the value chain are enabling the power to be supplied to the end customer. The power grid 
transports the energy to the location, where the charging point hardware in combination with internal 
or external software is used to supply energy from the grid to the vehicle. Usage of the hardware 
requires maintenance and service provided by the CPO which in most cases also handles the direct 
contact with the EV owner in the form of service, payment and marketing.

Through the value chain analysis above it is possible to identify six major players with different leg-
acies in the e-mobility market. These are:
• Power & Grid
• Location
• Operation & Maintenance
• Vehicle
• Hardware
• Networks & Platforms

3.4 Vertical Integration in the Value Chain
In the recent stages of the e-mobility market, companies have attempted to position themselves and 
acquire capabilities needed in order to build a competitive value proposition. Hence you can cur-
rently observe a large number of acquisitions and increase in ownership stakes or strategic long-term 
partnerships or alliances. 

In the table below a few examples of relevant e-mobility acquisitions and partnerships are displayed. 
There are examples from the vehicle and power industries as can be expected but also location owners 
with sometimes a completely different core business are (Lidl in this case) entering into partnerships. 

12  As defined by Business news daily

Figure 9: EV infrastructure value chain and example of players
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M&A
Acquiring firm Acquired firm Description Date
BP Chargemaster $170 million Acquisition June 2018
Shell NewMotion Acquisition October 2017
Daimler ChargePoint $82 million investment March 2017
Daimler, BMW, 
Siemens and more

ChargePoint $240 million investment November 2018

Total G2mobility Acquisition September 2018
Engie EV-Box Acquisition March 2017
ChargePoint Kisensum Acquisition June 2018

PARTNERSHIPS
Partnering firm 1 Partnering firm 2 Description
EON Clever 180 ultra-fast chargers connecting Norway and Italy
EON OKQ8 Fast-chargers instalment as part of GREAT
CLEVER CircleK Fast-chargers instalment
Ionity CircleK Fast-chargers instalment
Pod Point Lidl Fast-chargers instalment

Table 2: Important E-Mobility Acquisitions and Partnerships

3.5 Existing E-Mobility Business Model Legacy Platforms

3.5.1 Power & Grid

Delivery
Power and grid players have a legacy in utility providing energy and alternative energy solutions to typi-
cally both the B2C and B2B market. Almost all major players such as E.ON, Ellevio or Vattenfall engage 
in this new e-mobility business segment. These players have typically integrated forward in the value chain 
either by acquisitions or partnerships. In many cases they would source the charging point hardware, from 
hardware and software providers in order to build up their own integrated CPO business. 
Value Proposition
Players in the power and grid market have a natural charging value proposition offered to both their incum-
bent grid customers as well as new customers. The VP typically includes integrated charging services with 
customer service, maintenance and uptime commitments towards both the private and public market seg-
ments. Also “all-inclusive” packages provide both private (typically at home) and access to a specific public 
charging network. It is often offered as a subscription like fixed price.
Market segments – Sales Channels
Most EV charging is currently done at private charging points installed in garages in the EV owners home 
or possibly at work which has been a prerequisite in order to sell EV:s.  The main customer segments 
addressed by power and grid players have early on been the private/short distance customers. As public 
charging networks have grown, also the public segment has been targeted. Sales is also targeting various 
B2B fleet owners, leasing companies, rental companies or the likes in order to get hold of a critical number 
of customers where you can build a reasonably healthy business.
Revenue/Pricing models  
A multitude of revenue models are tried out and in the case of the private segment, anything from separate 
pricing of hardware, maintenance and power to a full-service contract are displayed. There are also sub-
scriptions available sometimes as an integrated part of the sale of a vehicle, in partnership with a vehicle 
manufacturer. 

In the public charging segment variable price models are found. You may either pay according to the actual 
amount of kWh charged or the time spent at the charging point.  

In the B2B segment targeting either fleet owners or perhaps land/real estate customers there are also bun-
dled pricing models displayed where the charging price is included in the rent or leasing cost or even the 
fee per parking session.
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3.5.2 Location

Delivery
Location players typically operate a retail business aimed at the B2C market. While examples include 
McDonalds, OKQ8 and CircleK, any retail player with access to a location can enter the e-mobility market. 
Typically, location players enter the e-mobility market from partnerships with charging point operators or 
hardware players to give access to a location where the charging point equipment can be installed.
Value proposition
The value proposition of location players can include renting, selling or partnering with charging ser-
vice providers to provide customers with a charging service in addition to the core service offering of 
the co-located retail business. The location providers give access to an existing infrastructure, a natural 
stopping point for charging customers and additional value that they offer the e-mobility customers.
Market segments – Sales Channels
As location players often provide a public service offering, and most charging is done at short dis-
tances, the main customer segment of location players includes short distance/public charging. How-
ever, as range capabilities of EV:s become increasingly larger, EV owners are more inclined to drive 
long distances. This opens up the public/long distance segment.
Revenue/Pricing models
The charging service revenue model used by location owners usually includes renting the location 
to partners. There is some evidence that charging infrastructure can benefit consumption at stores in 
proximity to the charging point. Nicholas & Tal, 2017 found that 43% of charging point customers 
spent some $30 on average while charging. Another model is displayed in Denmark, where Vejdirek-
toratet receive a share of the revenue from the kWh consumed at their locations.

3.5.3 Hardware

Delivery
Hardware players active in the e-mobility market generally focus on the manufacturing of charging 
solutions as a complement to their core offering. Players typically derive from technical markets, as 
is the case of ABB and GARO. Delivery of the charging point hardware solution is usually delivered 
stand alone or in partnership with vehicle manufacturers, offering the hardware as an integrated part 
in the purchase of the vehicle. 
Value proposition
Hardware players usually offer complete charging points for public and private charging and many 
times include hardware and software instalment. With technical insights and deep knowledge of the 
hardware, players can most often also include service offerings of maintenance of the hardware as 
well as additional support services.
Market segments – Sales Channels
Most hardware manufacturers provide charging solutions for all market segments, including private 
and public segments. The main segment targeted by manufacturers is typically the private short 
distance charging, where hardware manufacturers often sell B2B to vehicle manufacturers, but also 
B2C directly towards the EV owners. In the public segment, much of sales is done directly to CPOs 
or to location owners. 
Revenue/Pricing models
Pricing models towards the private segment typically include a fixed set up cost, in many countries 
this cost is subsidized. When buying a new EV the hardware is often offered as an integral part of the 
vehicle sale. Examples of common pricing models in public segment include creating long term con-
tracts with volume discounts targeted to property owners and CPOs or similar leasing arrangements.

3.5.4 Network & Platform

Delivery
The delivery of networks and platforms is typically focused on partnerships with CPOs and payment 
and billing providers. Players characteristically try to extend across markets and countries to efficiently 
create interoperable networks. Players such as Hubject and Gireve are operating in this market. 
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Value proposition
When providing software solutions, networks and platform players often connect charging infra-
structure across CPOs and countries. The value proposition provides network solutions on user inter-
face, maps and payment, enabling CPOs to offer a complete integrated service. Naturally, for players 
in networks and platforms, larger networks are preferred. These players normally have access to 
large networks with an extensive customer base. This customer base is core in the value proposition 
as offered to CPOs and other players in the market. 
Market segments – Sales Channels
In the case of Gireve and Hubject, the networks and platforms players’ primary market segment is the public 
charging segment towards CPOs. However, there are unique software solutions related to charging infra-
structure that also target the private charging segment, as is the case for Virta. Virta provides a software 
solution that makes the private network publicly available, offering user interface and payment solutions.
Revenue/Pricing models
Networks and platforms players pricing models may include fixed monthly fees targeted at CPOs, 
subscription pricing models, as well as variable fees dependent on the number of users at the specific 
charging point locations.

3.5.5 Operations & Maintenance

Delivery
Operation and maintenance players are often seen as the integrating partner in the value chain the CPO, 
managing the full charging offering. Several CPOs are starting their charging business from scratch 
with no real legacy. However, there are also CPOs based on other legacy platforms such as power & 
grid. Often partnerships are entered with location owners to gain access to charging spots with key traf-
fic flows. Example of players are Clever and Chargemaster but also E.ON’s CPO business area. 
Value proposition
By focusing solely on the operation and maintenance side of charging infrastructure, the value proposition 
include a seamless charging service that can be brought either directly to the end customer or as a service 
to B2B partners. Service offering include large geographical coverage and user friendly payment solutions. 
Market segments – Sales Channels
Operation and maintenance players are mainly targeting the public market segments. Sales target EV 
owners through physical availability but also through charging point map services. B2B sales can 
also be seen towards vehicle manufacturers, who partner with operation and maintenance players in 
order to provide EV buyers with a charging solution as part of the purchase.
Revenue/Pricing models
A wide array of pricing models are used by the players ranging from all-inclusive offerings as part of 
a private charging solution, pricing per kWh charged or per time parked at the charging point. Also 
subscriptions and integrating the charging price in the total cost of the vehicle is observed.

3.5.6 Vehicle

Delivery
Players in vehicle manufacturing have a natural role and interest in providing customers with charg-
ing solutions. Most manufacturers of EV:s are active in the value chain to some degree, ranging from 
providing public charging solutions inhouse to partnering with CPOs, fleet owners, dealerships and/
or charging hardware manufacturers. Players such as Nissan, Renault, BMW, Daimler and Kia are 
taking increasingly larger stakes in the market.
Value proposition
Vehicle manufacturers often offer integrated charging services with the purchase of the EV. This 
often includes access to public charging networks at a reduced price and includes a private charging 
wall box with the purchase of the vehicle. 
Market segments – Sales Channels
The interest in the charging infrastructure market largely derives from an interest in increasing EV 
sales. The vehicle manufacturers’ market segment providing customers with charging solutions can 
therefore be said to stretch across all segments. Currently the majority of charging is done at home or 
at work meaning the private charging segment is important to cover. 
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Revenue/Pricing models
Pricing models commonly used by vehicle manufacturers in charging infrastructure can include dis-
counting charging as part of the vehicle or including access to a closed or public charging network 
with the purchase.

Players Value proposition Market 
segment

Sales channels Revenue/Pricing 
model

Power & Grid

Provides energy 
utility and alternative 
energy solutions. 
Covers EV charging 
solutions offering all-
inclusive packages, 
coverage, customer 
service and uptime at  
widespread locations. Short distance Long distance
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ic

• Direct sales to 
incumbent energy 
customers

• B2C non incumbent 
customers

• B2B customers 
such as leasing, fleet 
owners, vehicle 
manufacturers etc.

• B2C variable or 
fixed fee

• All-inclusive
• B2C by charging 

speed / type of 
charger

• Integrated TCO-
like pricing

• Leasing
• Car sharing
• Parking charging

Location

Rent, sell or partners in 
order to provide the EV 
customers a charging 
service in addition 
to core services such 
as retail, food and 
beverage, location. 
Offers existing 
infrastructure, a natural 
stopping point, and 
alternative value.

Short distance Long distance
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• Direct selling 
towards EV owners

• Rental of space to 
partners

• Rental agreement
• Payment through 

regular current 
retail system

• Payment through 
operator’s system

Hardware

Offers complete 
charging points for 
both private and public 
charging. Can often 
include a total solution 
including hardware and 
software instalment, 
maintenance and 
support services.

Short distance Long distance

Pr
iva

te
Pu

bl
ic

• B2C towards EV 
owners

• B2B towards vehicle 
manufacturers, 
property owners and 
CPOs

• Long term 
contracts with 
volume discounts 
property owners, 
fixed package 
fees, including 
subscriptions 

Networks and 
platforms

Software solutions 
connecting charging 
infrastructure across 
CPOs and countries. 
Standardizes interface, 
navigation and 
payment relating to EV 
chargers. Short distance Long distance
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• B2B primarily 
towards all 
categories of CPOs

• Fixed monthly fee
• Variable fee 

dependant on 
charging station 
users

• Hubject: from 0 € 
(25 users) to 829 € 
/month (500 users)

Operation and 
maintenance 

Providing a charging 
infrastructure with 
large geographical 
coverage, modern 
payment solutions, 
customer service and 
latest technology for a 
first class end customer 
experience. 

Short distance Long distance

Pr
iva
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Pu
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• B2C towards EV 
owners primarily 
through physical 
availability

• B2B towards vehicle 
manufacturers 

• Segmented B2M, 
B2C, B2B

• All inclusive
• Per kW/h
• Per time at station
• Subscription 
• Integrated TCO-

like pricing

Vehicle 
manufacturers

Main service offering 
include an integrated 
charging service with 
the purchase of an EV. 
Typically include a 
private charging point, 
access to a public 
charging network and 
payment solution. Short distance Long distance

Pr
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ic

• B2C sales through 
regular retail 
channels

• B2B sales towards 
leasing companies, 
municipalities etc.

• Discounts on 
charging

• Included in vehicle 
price or leasing fee 
(Tesla)

• Separate fees with 
discounts linked to 
specific charging 
networks and 
power suppliers

Table 3: Existing business models per group
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3.6 Business Models in the E-Mobility Public Charging Segment
The last section showed that there are a large number of players with different legacy platforms 
trying to enter and do business on the e-mobility market. The e-mobility business model legacy plat-
forms provide a good picture of available business models in the entire e-mobility market seen from 
a value chain perspective.

In order to address fossil free corridors there is a need to look more closely at public charging, where 
the main issue is the poor business case, particularly long distance en route charging which requires 
investment in expensive fast charging technology. In any viable business model addressing the public 
charging segment it is therefore critical to; 

• find more revenue sources
• lighten the investment burden
• set up a large enough and importantly scalable networks
• find strategic locations with easy access to large potential customer flows
• meet EV customers ever more demanding requirements on offering, ease of use, payment, wait-

ing times etc

In the current early development phase of e-mobility there are several business models that have 
emerged trying to cope with the challenges above.  Below some of the main business models are 
described and how they are made operational focusing on different segments with different compet-
itive strategies. The set of selected business models displayed include;     

• ”All Charge” business model - Seamless charging provide both public charging and private 
charging solutions combined 

• “Destination” business model - Use destination businesses to attract customers for the public 
charging infrastructure

• “Location” business model - Use public charging as a means to attract customers in strategic 
transport locations and reap revenues also from established co-located typically a retail business.

• “Collaborative ” business model - provide a solution for en route charging (Ionity)

It is important to remember that these business models are not mutually exclusive but rather are 
implemented in parallel by several players in the market.

3.6.1 All Charge Business Model
The All charge business model involves setting up and running a seamless charging service spanning 
both private and public charging. The installed customer base in the private segment is key and pro-
vides the additional revenue streams that make it possible to invest in expensive public fast charging

“ALL CHARGE”- BUSINESS MODEL”
Characteristics Setting up and running a complete charging service  spanning private 

and public segments with the private business as  customer base  
Value Proposition Seamless Charging Service towards  EV owners
Delivery Through partnerships and alliances across the value chain for HW and 

Public network 
Market All market segments, private customer base is key
Revenue model “All inclusive” Charging typical  but can include various levels
Competitive  
advantage

Operations, brand, customer service and network scale

Opportunities/
Challenges

Installed grid customer base 
One charge shop 
Digital and V2G solutions Cost of National network

Table 4: All Charge business model described
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Delivery of an integrated charging service is typically based on the private charging business of a 
pure CPO or Power/Grid player with a CPO business area.  

The Value proposition must contain a complete charging service for any type of travel pattern. Key 
is that the public charging network is important enough to support both local short distance travel 
as well as long distance. It takes a customer experience perspective and can be extended to include 
digital services with regards to charging patterns, volume discounts or finding charging points.  

The charging service may come in the format of an “All inclusive” rate and/or various fixed vs var-
iable fees. Ease of use, good coverage and customer support provide a somewhat less transparent 
pricing model, that potentially drive more revenue also from the public charging services offered.     

Opportunities include relatively important volumes already at the start, closeness to the customer and 
possibility to tailor and extend offerings to customers’ future needs.
Power grid players may exploit their traditional installed base of grid customers. 

Typical players are Power & Grid legacy companies such as EON or Ellevio with potentially a large 
customer base but it can also be other legacy CPO´s that team up with partners offering the same type 
of seamless charging service

3.6.2 Destination Business Model
The Destination business model is commonly used in the e-mobility public charging segment and a 
large number of destination owners are entering this part of the market. It is all about using a well 
established destination business such as a shopping mall, gym or hotel as a means to attract custom-
ers/volume to the public charging as an add on service. 

Destination owners typically partner with a CPO or may build up their proper network. The public market 
segment typically addressed is short distance, but at times, for instance when it comes to hotels, it can 
address also long-distance travel. For some destination owners it will be a prerequisite if they want to keep 
their customer base. Hence, the model may well be reversed where the customer goes shopping at say Lidl 
because you are provided with (cheap) charging. 

Revenue derived from charging is sometimes conditioned by using the destination business, including 
discounts or voucher solutions, which potentially mean that the destination business may/may not pay 
part of the charging fee.

Brand of the destination business is key as well as customer relationship. Solutions may become part of a 
larger network. This business model provides large opportunities with unlimited number of destinations 
available and destination owners willing to invest. On the other hand destinations popularity and customer 
attraction ability may change over time.

“DESTINATION”- BUSINESS MODEL
Characteristics Using a well established destination business as a means to attract 

customers/volume where the  public charging becomes an add on service
Value Proposition Providing an opportunity based public charging service in combination 

with a destination B2C  business
Delivery Partner with CPO  typically or build up proper network
Market Public market segment, typically short distance
Revenue model Revenue derived from charging sometimes conditioned by using 

destination business  including discounts or voucher solutions
Competitive  
advantage

Brand of core business and customer relationship 

Opportunities/
Challenges

Unlimited number of destinations
Destination owners willing to invest
Destinations change over time

Table 5: Destination business model described
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3.6.3 Location Business Model
The location business model use public charging as a means to attract customers in strategic transport 
locations and reap revenues also from established co-located typically a retail business. This business 
model simply copy the traditional filling stations business model where the majority of revenue is 
derived from outside of charging. 

The value proposition include a wide service of public en route fast charging and a travel related 
retail business including perhaps simple restauration, groceries etc. In urban areas this type of loca-
tion owner may be transformed into a destination. Location owners would partner with a CPO typ-
ically or build up their proper network. Revenue is derived from a well established co-located busi-
ness with healthy margins. However, real value add of offering a differentiated fast charging service 
may make it possible to differentiate and charge relatively high charging prices. 

There are plenty of opportunities and threats including the fact that traditional filling station com-
panies are getting more interested in sharing investment. Fierce competition can be expected with 
destination owners in urban areas addressing also the short distance EV travel. In remote areas grid 
distribution capacity may require significant additional investment. Finally, battery technology 
advancements may well diminish demand for en route public charging.

3.6.4 Collective Business Model
Providing a public en route fast charging service along highways with sufficient capacity to meet 
highest current requirements on charging speed by sharing investment across several vehicle OEMs. 
Charging points are to a large degree also prepared to meet future requirements on charging speed 
and capacity.

Delivery is set up through partnerships with strategic location owners typically along highways. The 
target market is the public market segment en route fast charging which is currently the most difficult 
to approach from a business perspective. At the same time it is also the most critical segment that 
will tie regions together and remove the range concern when driving long distances among many 
potential EV drivers.   

Revenue is derived directly from fast charging or leasing agreements with location owners and will 
not least provide value in terms of promoting sales of EV´s with a healthy margin.

It is clear however, that significant demand for long distance fast charging will take many years to 
develop. In combination with the Location business model customers may be attracted to a specific 

“LOCATION”- BUSINESS MODEL
Characteristics Use Public Charging as a means to attract customers in strategic 

locations and reap revenues also from established co-located typically 
retail business

Value Proposition Providing a Public en route fast charging service and a travel related  
B2C  business 

Delivery Partner with CPO typically or build up proper network  
Market Public market segment en route fast charging
Revenue model Revenue derived from real value of fast charging services as well as 

etsablished co-located business with healthy margins
Competitive  
advantage

Strategic location, advanced charging service offering, co-located 
services, brand

Opportunities/
Challenges

Fast Charging Point technology
Price levels remain relatively high
Grid distribution capacity may require significant additional investment
Battery Technology advancement diminish demand for en route fast 
Chargin

Table 6: Location business model described

“COLLECTIVE”- BUSINESS MODEL
Characteristics Addressing the heavy  Public Charging investment by taking a collective 

approach sharing investment costs 
Value Proposition Providing a Public en route fast charging service scalable to meet future 

requirements 
Delivery Partner with strategic location owners along highways
Market Public market segment en route fast charging
Revenue model Revenue derived directly from fast charging or leasing agreements with 

location owners  and promoting EV´s
Competitive  
advantage

Financial strength, long term location agreements, advanced service 
offering

Opportunities/
Challenges

Include as integral part of EV offering
Drive EV demand (and profits)
Charging Price levels may remain relatively high for fast charging
Demand for en route long distance charging will take time to develop  

Table 7: Collective business model described
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stop creating value to the location owner and find yet another way of making the business viable also 
in the short to medium term.

The most well-known player using this business model is IONITY a joint venture of BMW Group, 
Daimler AG, Ford Motor Company, and Volkswagen Group with Audi and Porsche. The aim is to 
build a high power charging network for electric vehicles along major highways in Europe. Over 
400 charging point along major European highways are intended to be set up with an average of six 
charging points per station. 

3.7 Future Outlook on E-Mobility Public Charging Business Models
In the years to come it looks as if e-mobility will take off and EVs will become a substantial part of 
the vehicle fleet. However, given that annual sales volumes stay at a similar level as compared with 
today, the transformation is likely to take more than a decade.  It is estimated at best that EV´s share 
of the total vehicle fleet will be some 15-20% by 2025 and have reached close to 40 % by 2030. 

With this development in mind, it is likely that high demand pockets will develop particularly in 
urban/highway geographies and only in a later phase spread to a more even generally higher demand 
pattern. This also means that players in the market still will struggle with low usage figures and will 
have to adapt their business models to demand.

Technologies are developing very rapidly and both battery capacity and vehicle charging capacity 
are likely to have set completely new performance standards in the next 5-10 years. This has an 
impact on demand with more vehicles being compatible with very fast charging but at the same time 
increased battery capacity will reduce demand. For business models to stay viable, they will have to 
adapt to such a shift in demand.

Customers today are counted in as early adopters and many of them are not expecting the customer 
service to be very advanced but rather tolerate quite simple service offerings, payment solutions and 
support. In the future, most likely already by 2025 customer requirements are expected to be at the 
same level as for any other B2C business. This means business models will have to take into account 
a broader differentiated service offering,  modern parallel payment solutions and digital support in 
order to be able to stay in business.

Similarly, customers will expect access to large national and sometimes international charging net-
works which will mean partnering and e-roaming solutions are of importance to deliver the service 
required. Business models that target a larger share of the market is therefore likely to have to offer 
these extended network solutions as part of their value proposition.   

Price levels are today very dispersed and not always linked to the value provided. There is a large 

3.6.3 Location Business Model
The location business model use public charging as a means to attract customers in strategic transport 
locations and reap revenues also from established co-located typically a retail business. This business 
model simply copy the traditional filling stations business model where the majority of revenue is 
derived from outside of charging. 

The value proposition include a wide service of public en route fast charging and a travel related 
retail business including perhaps simple restauration, groceries etc. In urban areas this type of loca-
tion owner may be transformed into a destination. Location owners would partner with a CPO typ-
ically or build up their proper network. Revenue is derived from a well established co-located busi-
ness with healthy margins. However, real value add of offering a differentiated fast charging service 
may make it possible to differentiate and charge relatively high charging prices. 

There are plenty of opportunities and threats including the fact that traditional filling station com-
panies are getting more interested in sharing investment. Fierce competition can be expected with 
destination owners in urban areas addressing also the short distance EV travel. In remote areas grid 
distribution capacity may require significant additional investment. Finally, battery technology 
advancements may well diminish demand for en route public charging.

3.6.4 Collective Business Model
Providing a public en route fast charging service along highways with sufficient capacity to meet 
highest current requirements on charging speed by sharing investment across several vehicle OEMs. 
Charging points are to a large degree also prepared to meet future requirements on charging speed 
and capacity.

Delivery is set up through partnerships with strategic location owners typically along highways. The 
target market is the public market segment en route fast charging which is currently the most difficult 
to approach from a business perspective. At the same time it is also the most critical segment that 
will tie regions together and remove the range concern when driving long distances among many 
potential EV drivers.   

Revenue is derived directly from fast charging or leasing agreements with location owners and will 
not least provide value in terms of promoting sales of EV´s with a healthy margin.

It is clear however, that significant demand for long distance fast charging will take many years to 
develop. In combination with the Location business model customers may be attracted to a specific 

“LOCATION”- BUSINESS MODEL
Characteristics Use Public Charging as a means to attract customers in strategic 

locations and reap revenues also from established co-located typically 
retail business

Value Proposition Providing a Public en route fast charging service and a travel related  
B2C  business 

Delivery Partner with CPO typically or build up proper network  
Market Public market segment en route fast charging
Revenue model Revenue derived from real value of fast charging services as well as 

etsablished co-located business with healthy margins
Competitive  
advantage

Strategic location, advanced charging service offering, co-located 
services, brand

Opportunities/
Challenges

Fast Charging Point technology
Price levels remain relatively high
Grid distribution capacity may require significant additional investment
Battery Technology advancement diminish demand for en route fast 
Chargin

Table 6: Location business model described

“COLLECTIVE”- BUSINESS MODEL
Characteristics Addressing the heavy  Public Charging investment by taking a collective 

approach sharing investment costs 
Value Proposition Providing a Public en route fast charging service scalable to meet future 

requirements 
Delivery Partner with strategic location owners along highways
Market Public market segment en route fast charging
Revenue model Revenue derived directly from fast charging or leasing agreements with 

location owners  and promoting EV´s
Competitive  
advantage

Financial strength, long term location agreements, advanced service 
offering

Opportunities/
Challenges

Include as integral part of EV offering
Drive EV demand (and profits)
Charging Price levels may remain relatively high for fast charging
Demand for en route long distance charging will take time to develop  

Table 7: Collective business model described
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likelihood that prices will converge with increased competition on a more mass scale market. Prices 
may well still come to vary somewhat with real value add such as charging speed. From a general 
standpoint consumers behavior may accept a somewhat higher public charging price compared to 
private charging but being limited by potential arbitrage possibilities. Generally, this has an impact 
on all major future business models which will have to consider relatively low margins on a high 
volume mass market.

Investments are likely to remain rather high given the technical complexity of the charging point 
technology and even more so with ultra fast chargers. However, some economies of scale may well 
drive down the investment per entity somewhat.  On the other hand subsidies are likely to gradu-
ally be removed requiring any player to take full cost of the investment. Investments in the new 
charging infrastructure is substantial but must and should be compared to the overall amount spent 
by the vehicle OEM manufacturers transformation from ICE vehicles to EVs. Investments ought to 
from a business perspective be looked upon at a broader view extending revenues to other revenue 
sources as discussed in the business models existing already today. With a significantly more impor-
tant number of customers driving an EV the customer attraction part becomes even more important 
and investment can be defended from an overall perspective. 

TODAY 2025 AND BEYOND
EV Fleet Share 1-2% 10-15% +
Vehicle Battery 
Technology

Still challenges with capacity and 
range

Large enough batteries will limit 
need for Public Charging

Charging Technology Several competing, only a few can 
manage ultra fast charging

Few standard (interoperable), ultra 
fast charging possible 

Customer Service Limited offering, simple charging 
points, limited payment solutions, 
digital solutions diverse 

Full “station” like service as required 
PC long distance 

Network Coverage Dispersed, local urban PC areas mainly Towards regional,possibly national 
PC coupled with local 

Charging Price Price varies largely, large price 
difference in comparison to regular 
household kwh price

Harmonisation of prices and limited 
price premium only based on value 
(time, access etc)

Investment High, subsidized Still high, but lower due to 
Economies of Scale

Table 8: Future Scenario e-mobility in 2025

Overall this development will drive towards continued partnering, possibly acquisitions and players 
combining several business models in order to generate revenue and meet customer requirements. 
Given the mass market development expected there are also better possibilities to develop business 
models that target niche segments or part of the value chain only. This is particularly so for digital 
solutions built on charging data, transport movements, price discrepancies etc.    

Also, there are other parallel developments with regards to transportation, energy and infrastructure 
on-going that are of importance to the development of e-mobility, and implicitly on future viable 
business models. A few important areas are discussed below and include;
• Electrical Road Systems
• Mobility as a Service (MaaS)
• Vehicle to Grid (V2G)
• Hydrogen Fuel Cells 

Electrical Road Systems
There is to date a parallel development of electrical roads in the geography covered by GREAT. 
Several competing Electrical Road Systems (ERS) are being developed and pilots being set up and 
tested. These solutions are primarily targeting heavy vehicle transportation but not least the inductive 
solution integrated in the road may be open also to light passenger EVs. Interestingly, the technology 
already today allow identification of the unique vehicle being charged during driving, which opens 
up a very effective way to launch the solution at a larger mass market scale. The full implications 
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from this type of competing solution may only be speculated  in, but it is clear that at least part of the 
infrastructure as discussed earlier may well become obsolete, when a more convenient and effective 
way of charging your EV become available. As this solution involves general public roads as the 
main location one can easily imagine private public partnerships solutions as a starting point for the  
development of viable business models where perhaps ownership and operations are kept separate.    

Mobility as a Service
Mobility as a Service (MaaS) means the integration of various forms of transport services into a 
single mobility service accessible on demand. There are currently several initiatives in typically 
larger cities/urban areas. To meet a customer’s request, a MaaS operator  facilitates a large offering 
of transport options, be they public transport, ride-, car- or bike-sharing, taxi or car rental/lease, or a 
combination. 

The aim of MaaS is to provide an alternative to the use of the private car that may be as convenient, 
more sustainable,  help to reduce congestion and constraints in transport capacity. This development 
may have an impact on the business models as set out as it can replace some of the transportation by 
EVs with other modes of transportation. On the other hand it may well prove to be easier to reach 
out to larger fleet-owners such as car sharing companies, car rental companies or similar having a 
professional large scale counterpart that in turn offer EV transportation to its customers. 

Vehicle to Grid (V2G)
Vehicle-to-grid (V2G) describes a system in which an EV communicate with the power grid to sell 
demand response services by either returning electricity to the grid or by throttling their charging 
rate. V2G storage capabilities can also enable EVs to store and discharge electricity generated from  
renewable energy sources such as solar and wind, with output that fluctuates depending on weather 
and time of day. 

Since at any given time 95 percent of vehicles are parked, the batteries in EVs could be used to let 
electricity flow from the car to the electric distribution network and back. This provides a platform 
for a business model on its own and  is already happening in the private segment where several 
Power/Grid players are offering this solution to customers. When it comes to public charging there 
are also opportunities to pursue but there is a need to reach a critical number of vehicles in order for 
a V2G solution to be commercially viable say at a parking space close to a large shopping mall or 
travel center with train commuters. In the longer term there is a clear economical gain for all parties 
involved and several players are already investing heavily.  

Fuel Cells/Hydrogen
A fuel cell vehicle (FCV) is another type of electric vehicle which uses a fuel cell, instead of a battery 
to power its on-board electric motor. Fuel cells in vehicles generate electricity to power the motor, 
generally using oxygen from the air and compressed hydrogen. Fuel cell vehicles are therefore clas-
sified as zero-emissions vehicles that emit only water and heat. This technology is currently devel-
oped in parallel with the battery technology. Currently most vehicle OEMs are betting heavily on the 
battery technology with very large investments. This is true for most European car manufacturers but 
in Japan and South Korea manufacturers such as Toyota and Hyundai are at the forefront of the fuel 
cell technology. 

Needless to say this propulsion technology would then require yet another infrastructure to be set 
up. A very limited public hydrogen fueling infrastructure exists already in the US, Japan and parts of 
Europe but new stations are being planned.

If fuel cell vehicles (FCV) develops side by side with battery electric vehicles (BEV) obviously 
impact will be great on the demand side and push pay-back even further away.
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3.8 Business Models Potential Impact on E-Mobility
In order to better understand and discuss business models’ impact on a desired development for 
e-mobility some five critical building blocks have been identified, which are all important to navigate 
the development of e-mobility in a desired direction. 

Under each building block there are examples of business models that are tried out by various players 
today and their impact on a desired development for e-mobility. There are also discussions on some 
potential future business models that may have a positive effect on e-mobility.

3.8.1 EV Market Growth
It is key to have the market for EV´s take off in order to have a business to run that will shorten the 
relatively high investment in public fast charging infrastructure. Several business models are tried 
out targeting specific customer groups with entry pricing, using tax deductions, discounts or subsi-
dizing the charging business through core business revenues for instance, all with the main objective 
to lower TCO for EV owners and particularly in the first years.  

Historically public charging has been included in the vehicle price in the very early phases in order 
for customers to overcome this barrier. It has also been made possible given the premium models 
launched at very premium prices which have allowed investments in charging infrastructure (typi-
cally Tesla). 

Today this has been replaced by discounts on charging or time capped free charging with the pur-
chase of an EV. This is also often brought to the consumer by a CPO and vehicle manufacturer. For 
instance, in Denmark you can receive free charging paid for by Nissan for 2 years with the purchase 
of a Nissan EV.

Another model includes an entry pricing model with attractive prices but limited in time towards 
selected customers such as taxi companies, fleet owners or similar. This is often combined with tra-
ditional volume discounts also leading to a cheaper kWh price.  

Similarly, Mobile service providers in Denmark can add significant tax exemptions to the Value 
proposition towards EV owners making the TCO a lot more attractive and hence favour the EV 
uptake. Mobile service provider, are allowed to give back the taxes if they own the hardware and 
leases it to their customers. The maximum tax redemption is 50% and valid for the energy cost only.

In the advent of e-mobility it is not uncommon with specific marketing offerings added to the Value 
Proposition so called EV Ambassadors. This is often brought to the market through partnerships 
between vehicle manufacturers and CPO´s. One example is “I Go electric with EON” in a Nissan 
Leaf. 

Figure 10: Building Blocks towards Successful E-Mobility
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It is also interesting to note that the large traditional fuel companies with strategic locations only 
very rarely has taken the step to subsidize the charging business to allow for customer flows towards 
their “core” retail business. Once the e-mobility market takes off in a few years will make such an 
initiative more likely and correct from a business perspective.

A few of the CPOs that will succeed in becoming large, perhaps close to global players, will also pos-
sess the strength of using economies of scale in their business models to impact the cost of charging. 
This way from a strong bargaining position these players will be able to provide the market with both 
sophisticated customer friendly charging solutions but also at an attractive price which altogether 
will yield a positive customer experience and drive e-mobility. 

3.8.2 Infrastructure Market Growth
Partnerships and alliances are very common in the delivery models and now also vehicle manufactur-
ers team up and enter the infrastructure business in order to make sure the infrastructure is set up also 
in the public charging segment. Identified pieces of business models that have a potential to grow the 
charging network include;
   
Local initiatives in very urban areas targeting fleet owners may give access to an already viable 
charging business dedicated to a particular customer group, car sharing companies, taxi companies 
etc. This is particularly growing the more local public charging networks that will eventually open 
up to all customers

Partnerships with strategic location owners is critical to have access to the public charging points 
regionally that will tie together urban areas with already relatively dense public charging possibilities 
in urban areas.

Roaming with competitors is another way to grow the offered network in single players value 
proposition. 

Charge network solutions/locations integrated in vehicle upgrading the value proposition which lead 
to more convenient access to complete public networks to be able to compete effectively. In addi-
tion, information on current usage/queues may be added to this to improve both convenience and 
effectiveness. 

Similarly, alliances cross border will give access to and create larger charging networks that eventu-
ally will provide a better view on what parts to grow further.
Another initiative with an impact on the public charging network is the introduction of an All-inclu-
sive value proposition meaning that you as a customer get access to both private charging (usually at 
home) as well as a dedicated public charging network. This way you address a relatively large share 
of the current market and several CPO´s are offering this as described above, which also means they 
need to address and extend their public charging offering to stay competitive.   

Yet another interesting Value proposition is proposed by a niche player (Virta) which in fact erases 
the limits between private and public charging. Virta is offering technology to make your private 
charge point publicly available including digital marketing through an app, 3rd party charging at the 
charge point and a simple payment solution. 
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3.8.3 Balance of Infrastructure and EV:s
In most countries there is an imbalance where the number of EV:s is not sufficient to pave the way 
for a large and complete charging infrastructure network see also section 3.1.2. This is certainly the 
case for Denmark, Sweden and Germany. Also, capacity utilization in Sweden is calculated to be 
well below 5% measured against fully available capacity.

Norway is perhaps the exception where the EV market already has reached a mass market stage built 
on substantial subsidies and services for free for EV owners.   
Consequently, There are a number of local initiatives, towards specific geographies or fleet owners 
where you can lock in sufficient business at least temporarily. This also means you have some of the 
downside effects emerging with sometimes closed networks, only limited in geography and offering 
charging at relatively high prices. 

Through Partnerships and alliances in the delivery model there is an indirect balancing effect where 
vehicle manufacturers enter the infrastructure business in order to make sure the infrastructure is set 
up to meet expected demand increase when EV volumes grow significantly. 

3.8.4 Effectiveness & Competition
An effective market regarding all aspects of e-mobility is key and while there is fierce competition 
on the vehicle market it is not always the best way to create a viable infrastructure. In fact, a business 
driven set up of infrastructure is often in contradiction to the characteristics of a well-functioning, in 
this case, charging infrastructure. 

You would expect collective initiatives to share investment cost rather than initiatives by single 
players, and this development can also be observed for instance in the case of multiple vehicle man-
ufacturers entering the charging business through a new joint venture (Ionity).

Openness is also a key parameter in order to obtain effectiveness and efficiency in any infrastructure. 
With the large number of players involved trying to set up their own infrastructure business it is vital 
to monitor this development and drive towards open solutions.

Alliances to achieve access to cross border networks is one example of how business models may 
support building effective infrastructure. Another is players with business models that work towards 
payment solutions that are generally accepted and available to many.

Another corner stone to obtain openness is to have full technical interoperability when it comes to 
charging point technologies. This is already addressed and pointed out by EU in their directive on the 
deployment of alternative fuels infrastructure (2014/94/EU).

Since volume is the key driver behind a viable charging business only very few players will afford 
not to open up their networks. It is worth to note however, that some locking in and closed networks 
strategies can be observed on the more advanced e-mobility market in Norway.

Harmonizing of prices across the market towards value-based pricing rather than ad hoc single play-
ers pricing schemes trying to skim the market. This means that customers will pay for real value 
as defined by the customer, be it charging speed, access to a large complete network, international 
access or value-added services.  

A business driven set up of infrastructure finally is clearly advantageous to achieve the dynamics 
required to develop more advanced value propositions and particularly in an environment trying to 
integrate with all future digital possibilities and solutions that may be used to gain efficiencies in the 
infrastructure put in place. 

3.8.5 EV Customer Requirements
Customer requirements have in the past been coloured by relatively low demands on standards 
regarding access, convenience, charging speed or payment solutions. Again, an early market cus-
tomer is typically adhering to what they get, and demands are not fully reflected in the behaviour of 
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early adopters.
 
The fundamental difference to regular ICE vehicles is of course that much of the charging takes place 
at Private charging points. As the market develops it may well be that the current significant price 
difference also diminishes but most likely the charging at public charge points will remain costlier. 
This will in turn have an effect on consumers’ behaviour meaning that a large share will continue to 
charge at home and only occasionally in the public charging network. On the other hand, there are 
forecasts anticipating some 50% public charging based on all households that do not have private 
charging possibilities on a more mature market. With such growth in demand it remains likely that 
customers will demand the same or higher requirements when it comes to access, convenience, pay-
ment for public charging.

From a business model perspective, a lot of initiatives are taken to meet expected requirements 
including partnerships and alliances, extending value propositions to increase convenience (finding 
the CP, understanding availability, providing value add activities during charging etc), alliances to 
meet requirements from international travel and not least ease of payment. 

Increasing convenience through an integrated SW service to find and, use CP´s will be introduced. 
Knowledge of charging solutions integrated into the vehicles SW is to be expected much more than 
it is today and will be a requirement in the future. 

Addressing customers experience during charging may well be included in a future value proposi-
tion. Waiting times can be filled with content or ability to work remotely at the charging point. It is 
also considered to sell commercial airtime at the charging point perhaps even tailored to the unique 
owner of a specific vehicle. 

In conjunction with this a value proposition introducing differentiated levels of charging speed is 
likely to become a prerequisite in order to give customers a larger charging choice that meet their 
individual requirement at a specific moment in time depending on whether they value a break, are 
cost conscious or are in a hurry to get to the final destination. 

Ease of payment is definitely not up to standards today, but all means of payment ought to be included 
to meet future requirements. Teaming up with SW payment solutions suppliers, regular financial 
players or even piggy backing on retail payment solutions already in place may be the answers.  

EV customers already require and even more so in the future the possibility to travel cross border and 
it is therefore a requirement to seek international alliances for those players that are more regional/
national whereas global CPO´s may play it to their advantage that they are truly international with 
reach and solutions that are similar across borders.  

3.9 Conclusions on E-Mobility Business Models

There are clear signs that an e-mobility mass market is likely to be realized by 2025 given the large 
number of new EV models expected to be launched by major manufacturers in the next years to come. 
Not surprisingly then are many vehicle manufacturers now stepping up and take a larger responsibil-
ity for realizing the required charging infrastructure most notably seen by the Ionity initiative.
 
The Ecosystem for e-mobility include a large number of traditional players with both significant or 
limited experience from infrastructure and the full spectrum of large-scale players to niche providers 
of SW, HW or services. There are clear movements along the value chain towards vertical integra-
tion and integrated business models are emerging through acquisitions, partnerships and sometimes 
based on longer term commercial agreements. Existing business models are to a large extent built on 
partnerships and acquisitions in order to provide customers integrated Value propositions. There are 
important legacy platforms from which business models are shaped including power grid companies, 
strategic location owners, vehicle OEMs and CPOs. 

The e-mobility Public charging segment is subject to a difficult business case with high investments 
and currently too little demand. It is therefore critical in any business model to find more revenue 
sources and lighten the investment burden. Equally the set up of a large enough and importantly 
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scalable networks and finding strategic locations with easy access to large potential customer flows 
are important. Finally meeting EV customers ever more demanding requirements on offering, ease 
of use, payment, waiting times etc. will be vital.

There exist already today several business models that try to address these challenges. The common 
denominator is finding additional revenue sources or sharing the investment. In the future it is real-
istic to believe these business models will still be viable due to the fact that demand is not going to 
be sufficient to cover the initial investment. This is particularly true as subsidies gradually may be 
removed. Finally, it is worth noting that there are other parallel developments with regards to trans-
portation, energy and infrastructure on-going that may fundamentally alter the e-mobility future 
outlook such as a parallel set up of hydrogen/fuel cell infrastructure or electrical roads.

With e-mobility at a rather immature stage in most countries in scope it is clear that there is a need 
to further emphasize the build up of a significant EV fleet in the short term in order to significantly 
increase demand for a public charging infrastructure. Furthermore, the need for an infrastructure in 
the short term is also understood as a need for strategic locations that can better close the gap between 
relatively dense charging point urban areas in order to remove EV customers’ perceived barrier to 
buy an EV

Similarly, to support a rapid development of e-mobility in the short term there are clear signs that it 
would be preferable to aim for larger clusters of CP´s also offering differentiated service levels and 
charging speeds.

From an infrastructure perspective it would in general be preferred to support collective initiatives by 
multiple players in the industry rather single players’ initiatives.

In order to remove barriers and create an open e-mobility infrastructure initiatives around generally 
accepted industry wide basic payment solutions and digital charging point maps would simplify for 
consumers and create better conditions for a rapid development of e-mobility in the short term.

3.10 Policy Implications
To strengthen the e-mobility market, and to make business models more viable, there is need for 
policy measures and subsidies, both in the short and long term. These policies/subsidies are needed 
now to further grow the e-mobility market. 

Recommendations are found below and illustrated in the figure above

Heavier subsidizing on EV:s and targeting BEV:s in the non-premium segment. There are still too 
few EV:s on the streets, and especially BEV:s. To target the greater mass of consumers Germany 
could be a role model with their cap of € 60,000 on the purchase price. The proposed model here is 
to allow subsidies to depend on the price of the vehicle.

Tax exemption on electricity for EV charging. By such a measure EV TCO will be reduced and 
create a further pull effect on the EV market. The tax exemption should be valid for both private but 

Figure 11: Policy/Subsidy Recommendation on E-Mobility
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especially public chargers. The last to facilitate the business case for fast chargers (through volume 
increase) and in the longer term to encourage the use of fast chargers for those without home charg-
ing options.

Subsidize the set-up of larger clusters of public chargers in well-defined strategic locations as defined 
by travel patterns (e.g. all managed highway rest facilities, shopping malls, etcetera).  The aim is to 
provide the market with larger charging points that link urban areas and can offer multiple charging 
points at various charging speeds and adequate service levels.

Provide grants or subsidies to support development of industry wide solutions with regards to basic 
payments or integrated complete information solutions on charging networks. This is suggested to 
increase both convenience and at the same time remove important e-mobility barriers

Neutralize market uncertainty using a phased approach about time horizon of taxes and initiatives 
regarding e-mobility. One barrier for switching from fossil fuelled vehicles to EV:s is the uncertainty 
of (exemption of) taxes, incentives and other initiatives regarding e-mobility. It should therefore be 
common knowledge about the time horizon of public and local initiative regarding both the EV:s and 
the charging infrastructure. It is suggested that subsidies implemented follow a phased approach tied 
to the maturity of e-mobility.
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4. G-Mobility
The overall goal for GREAT is to reduce CO2 emissions by enabling a strongly increased market 
demand for alternative fuels transport solutions. This is done both by ensuring access to supply 
of alternative fuels as well as through working actively to change attitudes and increase usage of 
more sustainable fuels. A relevant approach especially for the heavy transport sector is g-mo-
bility, the use of more sustainable fuel gas instead of fossil gasoline or diesel.  The lack of fuel-
ling infrastructure has been regarded as a main barrier for further growth in use of fuel gas in 
heavy transport.
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4.1 Background to G-Mobility 

The topic g-mobility covers fuels like compressed natural gas (CNG), liquefied natural gas (LNG as 
well as biogas in both compressed (CBG) and liquefied (LBG) form.  CNG/CBG  for passenger cars 
has already gained market share in Europe and in Nordics.  However,  CNG/CBG takes five times 
more volume compared with diesel, which hinders the use of CNG/CBG in long-distance trucks and 
introduces liquid gas LNG/LBG with smaller volume  as a viable solution.  

The transition from fossil to renewable fuels implies that in the long run biogas is expected to replace 
natural gas as a motor fuel, in heavy-duty transport meaning LNG being gradually replaced by LBG. 
The development of LNG distribution infrastructure strongly supports this transition, as the same 
infrastructure can be applied for both fossil LNG and renewable LBG, or their mixture. The future 
production and liquefaction volumes of biogas are a critical factor in the development towards LBG-
fuelled heavy transport.

It should be notified that the alternative more sustainable motor fuel, natural gas, plays a significant 
role also in enhancing energy security and reducing oil dependency both in Nordics and in EU.

4.1.1 G-Mobility Target Segments 
It could be argued that there are four main segments in g-mobility fuelling infrastructure, as seen in 
the next figure. The gas fuel can be of type CNG/CBG (compressed gas) or LNG/LBG (liquefied 
gas). The range of transportation can be short (city, suburban, regional) or long (long-haulage).  The 
focus of this g-mobility study is business models of open access LNG/LBG fuelling infrastructure for 
long-distance heavy-duty transport. The focus selection is illustrated in the next diagram. 

As this study addresses supply of LNG/LBG for the heavy-duty transport, the primary customers 
of the fuelling infrastructure are trucking and logistics companies. Thus g-mobility deals with busi-
ness-to-business (B2B, BtoB) transactions, which makes it different from e-mobility with more focus 
on business-to-consumers (B2C, BtoC) transactions. 

The study focuses on the development of business models for the required fuelling infrastructure in 
Sweden and in Denmark, along the TEN-T corridors.

Figure 12: Target segment of the G-Mobility Study 
* Private LNG/LBG stations with restricted access enhance the overall use of LNG/LBG. Increased use of 
CNG/CBG can also enhance stations providing both compressed and liquid gas.
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4.1.2 Underlying Reasoning and Targets for G-Mobility

Reduction of CO2 emissions in heavy-duty transport 
The volumes of heavy-duty road traffic in EU and Nordics show a steadily increasing trend. At the 
EU level trucks and buses produce around 25 % of CO2 emissions from road transport and around 
6% of the total CO2 emissions. In Nordic countries heavy-duty transport accounts for 40 % of CO2 
emissions in road transport. 

The main target of g-mobility is to strive for a lower (LNG) or almost zero (LBG) CO2 levels and 
less noise in the continuously growing fleet of heavy-duty transport.   While it is still a fossil fuel, 
in heavy-duty transport LNG can produce 20% less CO2 emissions than diesel (measured tank-to-
wheel). If biogas is used, the reduction could be as much as 85 %.  The reduction of the noise level 
is estimated to be around 50% compared to diesel. 

Supporting transition from LNG (natural gas) to LBG (biogas)
The fuelling infrastructure developed for liquefied natural gas LNG offers important synergies with 
liquefied biogas LBG, which is produced from waste, side streams and biomass. When using LBG, a 
carbon-neutral mobility is achieved without any impact on the LNG-based infrastructure and vehicle 
technology. (Source: NGVA, Natural & bio Gas Vehicle Association). Therefore natural gas in its 
liquid form LNG works as the first step.  The second step is to phase out LNG with biogas, LBG.

Scaling up the fuelling infrastructure 
The lacking fuelling infrastructure is the main challenge for g-mobility in EU, despite of expressed 
political will stated in the DAFI directive.  The following diagram shows the number of fuelling 
stations in EU countries in 2017. 

Preparing for the increasing demand of LNG/LBG
In EU in 2017 around 0.1 Bcm of LNG was used for total of 2 000 LNG trucks. In 2018 it has been 
estimated that there are 3 000 LNG-powered trucks in Europe. The forecasts show a rapidly increas-
ing use of LNG/LBG in EU for both environmental and economic reasons. Some of the forecasts are 
summarized below:
• European Commission forecast: demand between 3.5 Bcm/year and 34.5 Bcm/year by 2025 
• Brussels’ base scenario 2015: 17.3 Bcm/year demand by 2025 with a penetration rate of 10%.
• Natural Gas Vehicles Association (NGVA) Europe: 400 000 LNG trucks by 2030 requiring 

demand of around 19 Bcm
• Scenarios for Gas Engineering and Transportation until 2030, Energigas Sverige AB: According 

to the strongest growth scenario, there could be 24 000 gas-powered trucks in Sweden in 2030, 
which would mean about 60 LNG / LBG refuelling stations. 

Enhancing transition in the logistics industry
Environmental benefits are emphasized as the main driver for increasing use of LNG/LBG, however, 

Figure 13: Number of LNG fuelling stations in Europe in 2017 (Source: MGVA Europe)
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with varying messages regarding environmental benefits of fossil LNG. 

The lower price of LNG/LBG is regarded as the key development driver from the viewpoint of 
trucking companies. Globally the price of LNG has fluctuated over the past decade at around 55% 
of diesel (source: IEA). In Sweden LNG has been 30-40 % cheaper than diesel. The price difference 
must also take in account that the price advantage of LNG/LBG is reduced by the higher efficiency 
of the diesel engine - this difference is being reduced by the technology development.

The price of LNG/LBG must be sufficiently below the price of diesel to allow truck owners to com-
pensate the higher investment cost of the LNG/LBG fuelled truck. The vehicle manufacturers have a 
crucial role for developing vehicle manufacturing towards lower investment costs. The technology of 
LNG/LBG fuelled trucks is continuously maturing and becoming competitive to conventional trucks. 

On the other hand, LNG/LBG has to compete with more mature alternative fuels (HVO, bio-diesel) 
that are better supported by the existing infrastructure built for fossil fuels. The uncertainty about the 
regulatory framework is seen as one of the major challenges as well. 

4.1.3 An Overview to LNG/LBG and Fuelling Infrastructure  

LNG/LBG
Liquefied natural gas (LNG) is gas that has been converted to a liquid state at the temperature of 162º 
C below zero. Liquefied biogas (LBG) is produced from biogas (biomethane).  Biogas is typically 
produced from waste, side streams and biomass and is considered as 100 % renewable.  The lique-
faction makes possible to transport gas in tanks and to use it as a transportation fuel, as the volume of 
gas in the liquid form is about 600 times smaller than the volume in the gaseous form. 

Fuelling infrastructure
The LNG/LBG fuelling stations do not structurally differ much from diesel or gasoline fuelling sta-
tions.  LNG/LBG is stored in cryogenic storage tanks and pumped into the vehicles in similar way 
as other liquid fuels with the cryogenic pump. Dedicated accessories like protective clothing, face 
shield and gloves are needed to handle the extremely cold temperature of LNG/LBG (around -160 
degrees Celsius). 

LNG/LBG is delivered to the station in large cryogenic tanks by trucks. Another option is to set up 
a gas liquefaction plant onsite to process either the gas coming from the gas network or biogas from 
a biogas plant.

LNG/LBG distribution infrastructure planned for servicing both trucks and maritime vessels is con-
sidered in many cases beneficial. In some locations it is beneficial to incorporate several types of 
fuels in a multifuel station.

Figure 14: A schematic diagram of an LNG/LBG refuelling. Source: The Alternative Fuels Data Center 
(AFDC)
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4.1.4 The Status of LNG/LBG Infrastructure in Sweden and Denmark

Sweden
At the moment there are six LNG fuelling stations 
in Sweden, as indicated in the map.
• Stockholm: operator CircleK
• Järna (Södertälje): operator CircleK
• Örebro: operator CircleK
• Jönköping: operator FordonsGas
• Göteborg: operator FordonsGas
• Helsingborg: operator FordonsGas

FordonsGas is planning to build 10 new LNG/
LBG fuelling stations in Sweden along the major 
E20, E4 and E6 traffic routes and is already build-
ing two stations. The station in Mjölby is planned 
to open during Q1 2019. The station is being built 
with CEF EU funding (GREAT). Building is also 
under way for a station in Götene with support 
from Swedish Environmental Protection Agency 
(Klimatklivet).

The Finnish company Gasum has announced that it will invest in around 50 gas fuelling stations 
for heavy-duty vehicles in Finland, Sweden and Norway by the beginning of the 2020s. Gasum 
received an investment grant under the Klimatklivet program. The eight gas stations to be built with 
the investment grant will be located in Stockholm, Borlänge, Östersund, Kalmar and Kungsbacka.  
Gasum produces biogas at five plants in Sweden. Gasum expects an increase in the demand for LBG 
due to its renewability.  

Denmark
In Denmark there is not a single open-access LNG/LBG fuelling station, despite of quite favourable 
circumstances for LNG, i.e. the availability of natural gas and favourable locations of main logistics 
centres along the gas grid.

Figure 15: LNG fuelling stations in Sweden. 
Source NGA

Figure 16: Location of transport centers and gas grid in Denmark (Sources: Foreningen Af Danske Trans-
portcentre  FDT, Dansk Gasteknisk Center)
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Currently there are 14 existing CNG (Compressed natural gas) stations in Denmark.  There is one 
LNG liquefaction facility located in the northern part of Jutland for ferry operations. Another LNG 
production facility is planned for the port of Frederikshavn, to transform pipeline gas to LNG to be 
used in vessels. 

Regarding the potential of LNG/LBG fuelling infrastructure, there are seven transport centres located 
along the highways near Aalborg, Herning, Hirtshals, Horsens, Høje-Taastrup, Køge and Taulov of 
which six centres are placed by the TEN-T core network.  The Danish gas grid passes by all these 
transport centres within a radius of up to 650 meters (NTU, Guide to Establishing a Biogas Filling 
Station at a Logistic Centre).

Factors Leading to Existing Situation in Nordics 
Factors which have favoured introduction of LNG/LBG for heavy-duty transport in Nordics during 
recent years are 
• The volume of LNG import and number of import terminals has increased
• Biogas production and biogas use as a vehicle fuel has increased
• Swedish-based vehicle manufacturers have been active in developing LNG/LBG trucks
• There has been political support and related incentives for LNG/LBG in heavy-duty transport, 

like subsidies and tax exemptions, especially in Sweden 

There are also factors which have unfavoured introduction of LNG/LBG:
• The critical mass of LNG/LBG trucks has not been reached as the commercial availability of 

LNG/LBG trucks was reality only in spring 2018, and the purchase price has been higher com-
pared to a diesel-fuelled truck. The fuel cost of LNG/LBG has not been not low enough to con-
tribute positively to the total cost of ownership (TCO) of truck fleet.  

• As a consequence, the number of LNG/LBG fuelling stations has remained low. This has caused 
further uncertainty to fleet owners considering switching to LNG/LBG fuelled trucks. This can 
be characterized as a chicken-and-egg situation

• There are significant uncertainties regarding future regulation and policies, especially regarding 
preferences in sustainable transport solutions (electricity or gas)

• Logistics end customers have not imposed sufficient pressure, as their sustainability objectives 
and requirements have not yet materialized as contracts for LNG/LBG fuelled transport services 

As for Denmark with no open-access LNG/LBG fuelling stations, the following underlying reasons 
have been identified:  
• The price of LNG has been high compared with diesel. The taxes on natural gas as well as biogas 

are the highest in EU 
• No policy instruments have been applied for gas fuelled vehicles.  Natural gas vehicles are taxed 

in the same way as petrol or diesel vehicles are, dependent on fuel economy and CO2 emissions. 
• LNG is considered broadly as a fossil fuel in Denmark, and the pro-LNG lobbyists have not 

yet been able to promote LNG as a transitionary clean fuel towards biogas. Electricity has been 
strongly preferred e.g. for buses. 

There are also factors favouring increasing use LNG/LBG in Denmark, especially the strong role of 
gas in energy portfolio and the existing gas network (grid). Denmark has also set a goal of 100 % 
renewable fuels in the transport sector by 2050, and there are active lobbying organizations for fuel 
gas.

4.1.5 Examples of Recent Actions Taken in Other EU countries

Germany
In Germany, natural gas for trucks is promoted in the national level.  In summer 2018 Federal Trans-
port Minister Andreas Scheuer presented funding guidelines for subsidies for trucks and tractors 
fuelled by CNG or LNG, which are intended for freight traffic and whose permissible total weight 
is at least 7.5 tonnes. The amount of subsidy per truck and tractor is EUR 8, 000 for CNG and EUR 
12,000 for LNG. The subsidy is limited to EUR 500,000 per company. The grant may not exceed 
40% of the vehicle cost. In 2018 a total of 10 million euros will be available for the funding program. 
The funding program will run until the end of 2020 but there is a possibility of extension.
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Examples of LNG refuelling infrastructure projects with considerable public financing 
Berlin-based Liquind 24/7 GmbH is starting construction of ten LNG locations in Germany sup-
ported by the EU Commission’s Connecting Europe Facility (CEF) funding.

BESTway is building nine LNG gas stations along an axis between Paris and Algeciras. BESTWay is 
co-financed by CEF and Gas Natural Fenosa. The nine stations will be equipped with new technolo-
gies in Europe such as the recovery of evaporation gases (boil-off). 

The Uniper subsidiary LIQVIS will add 14 fuelling stations to its LNG station network by 2019. 
LIQVIS received up to 9.6 million euros from CEF funding. Uniper is funding 50 %. LIQVIS’s plan 
is to operate LNG fuelling stations at strategic locations with particularly high commercial traffic. 
Eight new fuelling stations are planned by 2019 at central locations in Germany  while Belgium and 
France will each get three new fuelling stations.

4.2 G-Mobility Trends and Driving Factors

4.2.1 EU and National Policies
The policies are the key driver for the LNG/LBG infrastructure development now and in the near 
future. The relevant policies are described in more detail in Chapter 2. 

4.2.2 Vehicle Development 
Several truck manufacturers offer LNG/LBG fuelled models - Volvo, Scania, Iveco and Mercedes 
are referred most often. The LNG fuelled trucks are becoming competitive to diesel trucks as the 
technology is gradually maturing and the truck manufacturers collaborate more with other players in 
the ecosystem.

There are two technological options for vehicles: mono fuel trucks operating with Otto engines and 
dual fuel trucks operating with diesel engines. Dual fuelled trucks can be operated by diesel and 
LNG/LBG. In a dual fuelled truck diesel can be used for acceleration and later the engine switches to 
LNG/LBG.  Manufacturers have recently introduced LNG fuelled trucks with stronger engines, e.g. 
Iveco’s Stralis 460 PK and Volvo FM Dual Fuel 460 PK. New models can deliver performance and 
productivity on par with regular diesel models with the same power rating. 

An LNG/LBG truck has been and still is more expensive than a diesel truck, the estimates of price 
difference vary between 10-15 %.  LNG/LBG trucks generally also have higher maintenance costs. 
Thus LNG/LBG price development, along with the number of kilometres covered with LNG trucks, 
will determine the time needed to recover the costs (i.e. the total cost of ownership, TCO).

Figure 17: Examples of LNG heavy-duty trucks. IVECO has also introduced a 460 PK model.  (Sources: 
Volvo, Iveco, Mercedes-Bentz, Scania) 
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4.2.3 Strengthening Customer Preferences Pro LNG/LBG
Companies have strengthened their requirements regarding CO2 reduction in their manufacturing 
processes and supply chains. The transport sector plays a key role in this development.

In Sweden the fuel mix of the heavy-duty transport sector consists mostly of fossil diesel, with a 
share of HVO (hydrotreated vegetable oil, synthetic biodiesel) and FAME (fatty acid methyl ester, 
biodiesel). Biodiesel has been an easy solution to drive a heavy-duty truck more environmentally 
friendly. In diesel motors the renewable share coming from HVO and FAME is in 2018 around 25 
percent. Even though its production capacity has been increasing, some elements in the future of 
HVO are uncertain. There are already restrictions due to questionable sustainability of palm oil and 
PFAD (a side product from palm oil production) used as ingredients of HVO.   The similar discus-
sions concern also another ingredient of HVO, i.e. TCO (technical corn oil).

The willingness of truck owners to switch to LNG/LBG is mainly related to the availability and 
accessibility of fuelling infrastructure, the truck performance and the price competitiveness of LNG/
LBG. If LNG/LBG can deliver a reduction in the total cost of ownership (TCO) and speed up the 
payback of the initial investment, it becomes an attractive substitute for diesel.  The fact that LNG 
is regarded as a cleaner transport fuel and LBG as a renewable fuel provides an additional incentive 
for adoption. However, the uncertainty about the future regulatory framework e.g, in measuring CO2 
emissions,is considered a challenge..

4.2.4 Anticipated Continuing Price Competitiveness of LNG/LBG 
Globally the price of LNG has fluctuated over the past decade at around 55% of diesel (source: IEA). 
E.g. in Sweden LNG has been 30-40 % cheaper than diesel. 

In connection to LNG Blue Corridors Project, supported by the European Commission, a comparison 
of pump prices of various fuels was done.  The following table summarizes the situation of LNG and 
CNG prices vs diesel in Europe in 2016

According to statistics presented in the table, the comparable prices are in the level of EUR 0,70 – 
0,90 for LNG and EUR 1.15 – 1.65 for diesel. According to Volvo, after having researched European 
prices for diesel and the diesel equivalent price of LNG, Volvo believes that there is the opportunity 
to make savings of up to 40% in fuel compared with diesel. 

Table 9: Price comparison in 2016. Source: Cost analysis of LNG refuelling stations, made in connection of 
LNG Blue Corridors Project, supported by the European Commission.

 

 

 

 

LNG and CNG price vs Diesel 

Country LNG price CNG price VAT  Excise 
duty 

Diesel 
price 

 €/kg €/l e Diesel 
(1) 

€/kg €/l e Diesel 
(1) 

[%] €/kg €/l 

Italy 0,98 0,71 0,98 0,71 22 0.0047 1,52 

Belgium 0,98 0,71 0,98 0,71 21 n.a. 1,29 

Spain 1,00 0,72 1,05 0,76 21 n.a. 1,18 

France 1,05 0,76 1,05 0,76 20 0,057 1,13 

Germany n.a. n.a. 1,09 0,78 19 0,196 1,22 

UK 1,20 0,86 1,25 0,90 20 n.a. 1,65 

Netherlands 1,22 0,88 0,93 0,67 21 0,23 1,36 

Portugal 1,23 0,89 0,58 0,42 23 n.a. 1,29 

Sweden 1,67 1,20 1,83 1,32 25 0,351 1,38 

(1): prices in litre equivalent of diesel; based on the net heating values: LNG = 50 MJ/kg; diesel = 36 MJ/litre 
(Directive 2009/33/EC); reference is made to energy input to the engine. 

 

Fig 6-1 LNG and CNG pump price in Europe 
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4.2.5 Standardization of Truck and Fuelling Infrastructure Technology
Until the first years of 2010s the lack of regulatory framework and common technical standards was 
one of the main obstacles for an expansion in LNG-powered heavy-duty vehicles and LNG fuelling 
stations. Since that regulations and standards have been published in order to allow this technology 
to be a real option for road transportation. UN Regulation 110, a global technical regulation for vehi-
cles, was amended in 2013 to include the type approval of LNG components and LNG vehicles. Also 
ISO Standards have been developed to harmonize and standardize aspects related to LNG.

In the study made for LNG Blue Corridors Project in 2017 some further technical regulation, stand-
ardization and harmonization requirements were recognized, regarding e.g. 
• safety information in the LNG supply system 
• venting system for boil-off gas from the tank
• systems for reusing the recovered boil-off gas
• refuelling pressure and temperature
• information about LNG price.

Source: Evaluation of the recommended future standards, written by Marta Tobar (IDIADA) for the 
LNG Blue Corridors Project supported by the European Commission.

4.2.6 Summary of Main Trends and Driving Factors
The following diagram presents a summary of main development trends and driving factors support-
ing increasing use of LNG/LBG in heavy-duty transport and development of the required fuelling 
infrastructure.

The diagram shows that the political decision makers, regulators, standardizing organizations, LNG/
LBG truck manufacturers and first-movers in LNG/LBG infrastructure business are parallelly work-
ing for the same direction, i.e. increasing use of cleaner LNG and renewable LBG in heavy duty 
transport and thus reducing significantly emissions. The logistics and trucking industry (customers) 
are also present, however, their contribution to the parallel development could be much stronger.

4.3 G-Mobility Ecosystem 
The business ecosystem is the network of actors involved in the supply and delivery of a product or 
service.  
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Figure 18: Development trends and driving factors supporting use of LNG/LBG and development of fuel-
ling infrastructure.
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It is not a surprise that the g-mobility business ecosystem has similarities across countries, as one 
main customer segment is international long-haulage road transport.  A broad view of the LNG/LBG 
fuelling infrastructure ecosystem is illustrated in the next diagram.  The key drivers to develop the 
entire LNG/LBG fuelling ecosystem are positioned close to the ecosystem players which are most 
relevant to affect them. Those key drivers are
• critical mass of trucks and fuelling stations (derived from end-customer demand)
• cost-competitive supply (of LNG/LBG)
• easy availability (of LNG/LBG)
• environmental incentives (derived from environmental policies and targets for CO2 reduction in 

heavy-duty transport)

LNG/LBG fuelling stations and their direct customers. i.e. trucking companies are in the core of the 
ecosystem.. The logistics end customers as well as consumers have a significant role in empowering 
the ecosystem development. There are also several groups of stakeholders outside the value chain 
who can contribute to the development of the entire ecosystem, like political decision makers, lobby-
ists, regulators, regions and municipalities.

4.4 G-Mobility Value Chain and Existing Business Models

4.4.1 G-Mobility Value Chain
The purpose (mission) of LNG/LBG fuelling infrastructure business can be simplified as “providing 
cleaner fuel for the heavy-duty transport”. The core players of the value chain are the actual business 
operators of LNG/LBG fuelling stations with location owners.  

In the upstream value chain, the starting point is the fuel supplier, i.e. the LNG importer or gas pro-
vider. Main businesses in the upstream value chain are
• Gas/LNG import (LNG terminals)
• Biogas production
• Liquefaction of gas (can be on site at the station)
• Distribution of gas in liquefied or gas format
• Equipment suppliers and O&M service providers for fuelling stations (can be also considered as 

enablers).

Figure 19: A broad view of the LNG/LBG fuelling infrastructure ecosystem.
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The downstream value chain reaches end logistics customers which are the companies with trans-
portation volumes from location A to location B, like a retail chains or manufacturing companies. 
Behind the end customer there is the actual consumer (the individual person), i.e. the final customer 
of transported goods. The main players and in the downstream value chain are 
• Trucking companies (fleet owners, direct customers)
• End customers for trucking (3PL/4PL logistics service providers, customers with inhouse logis-

tics procurement)
• Consumers of transported goods as the final customers.

The value chain related to the LNG/LBG fuelling infrastructure is illustrated in the next diagram with 
some examples of players from Sweden and Denmark.

The vehicle manufacturers can be regarded as critical enablers in the value chain – without increas-
ingly cost-efficient and powerful LNG/LBG fuelled trucks the case would be “mission impossible”. 
For the fuelling infrastructure business, the similar enabler’s role is carried by the equipment and 
service suppliers who respond to the investment and service demands coming from fuelling station 
business operators.

4.4.2 An Overview to the Existing Business Models
The business models of existing fuelling infrastructure operators seem to reflect commonly known 
business strategies: horizontal integration, vertical integration, segmentation strategy and niche strat-
egy. These strategies are briefly explained in the next table.

Vertical integration
The company gains control over other parts of 
the value chain, e.g. its suppliers or distributors, 
in order to increase market power, reduce costs 
or secure supplies or distribution channels. The 
integration can go forward (downstream) or 
backward (upstream)

Horizontal integration 
The company increases offering of goods or 
services at the same part of the value chain The 
company may want to increase its size, diversify its 
product offerings or services, achieve economies 
of scale, reduce competition, or gain access to new 
customers or markets

Segmentation
In the segmentation strategy the company focuses 
to a set of customers it is most likely to add value 
and to be able to serve, bringing focus to the 
combined needs of that segment 

Niche strategy 
The niche strategy targets those customers who can 
relate well to the product/service. The company 
tries to build a long-term relationship with a small 
set of customers.

Table 10: Overview to generic business strategies

Looking at the first-movers of LNG/LBG infrastructure business in the Nordic market there are three 
main business models.
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Figure 20: The value chain related to the LNG/LBG fuelling infrastructure
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Business model 1: Complementing existing fuelling infrastructure business with LNG/LBG fuelling 
station (example: CircleK) - representing horizontal integration business strategy 
Business model 2: Expanding downstream from gas production or LNG import to fuelling infrastruc-
ture business (Examples: Air Liquid via FordonsGas, Skangas via Gasum, Lidköping Biogas with 
liquefaction plant) – representing vertical integration business strategy

Business model 3:  Implementing multifuel B2B strategy for corporate customers (Assumed approach 
of E. ON) – representing customer segmenting strategy 

As all these business models can be defined as reasonable and well-grounded approaches, it is 
expected that all these business strategies and models will be present in the future as well.. Vertical 
integration can be relevant especially for biogas producers as they can diversify to liquefaction and 
distribution of LBG.

4.5 G-Mobility Economics and Business Conditions

4.5.1 Infrastructure Investment Costs 
According to the Cost analysis of LNG refuelling stations, made in 2016 in for EU’s LNG Blue Cor-
ridors Project, there are two basic options to invest to fuelling infrastructure:
1. Construction from scratch of a new refuelling station, single-fuel or multi-fuel, typically includ-

ing selling LNG/LBG (likely also L-CNG) side by side with one or more of the other fuels
2. Upgrading an existing multi-fuel station by installing an additional LNG/LBG refuelling station, 

in case there is space available, taking into account the regulatory safety distances.

According to the Cost analysis referred, the total investment cost (Capex) of an LNG refuelling 
station also selling L-CNG (CNG delivered in liquid form) is within the range EUR 850 000 – EUR 
1 150 000. In some cases, the Capex can rise up to EUR 1 800 000. The figures do not include the 
cost of land.  A lower cost in the range EUR 500 000 – 600 000 is possible for stations not selling 
L-CNG and for very small stations. In case of mobile or moveable refuelling stations, the investment 
cost can be in the range EUR 300 000 -  500 000. 

Figure 21: An example of L-CNG and LNG station (source: FordonsGas)
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The differences in investment cost levels described above arise from varying technologies and cir-
cumstances, among which there are:
• variations in product offering, i.e. only LNG/LBG or both LNG/LBG and L-CNG
• variations in kind of station, i.e. single-fuel or multi-fuel;
• variations in chosen technology for refuelling
• variations in selected size of storage and effectiveness of pumps
• circumstances related to the location of the refuelling station.
The cost for land acquisition varies strongly depending on country, location (e.g. urban or rural) and 
status in city/municipal planning. 

4.5.2 Profitability Estimates
According to Cost analysis of LNG refuelling stations, the operational costs are strongly dependent 
on location, age, size and type of the station. The main operational costs are fixed, e.g. capex depre-
ciation, personnel (except in some cases), maintenance of equipment to a certain extent, management 
and administration. Some costs are relative to the sales volumes of LNG/LBG, e.g. boil-off compres-
sion and pumping.

In the Cost analysis the profitability was analysed in terms of gross yearly income (income/profit 
before tax) and consequent payback time of investment. The following graph shows the estimations 
of payback time for a station with Capex of EUR  850 000 € for different sales volumes and prices 
for LNG/LBG, considering a tax of 13 cents/kg to be applied on the LNG/LBG sold. Shorter pay-
back times can be attained in case of tax exemption possible in many EU countries.

In 2016 the LNG price varied around 1 €/kg in eight EU countries studied in Cost analysis, so it can 
be used as a reference price, leading to payback time scaling from approximately 8 years to approx-
imately 3 years (not taking into account the cost of land).
 
The following graph shows the estimates of the gross yearly income before tax that can be
expected, also in this case for a station with Capex of EUR 850 000 € respectively, and with different 
sales volumes and prices, considering an excise tax of 13 €c/kg. 

In 2016 the LNG price varied around 1 €/kg in eight EU countries studied in Cost analysis, so it can 
be used as a reference price, leading to yearly gross income (profit before tax) of EUR 200 000 – 
400 000. The figures are considering an excise tax of 13 €c/kg, and it is obvious that a higher yearly 
income can be obtained in case of partial or total tax exemption.

Figure 22: Estimated payback times with different LNG/LBG price levels. Source: Cost analysis of 
LNG refuelling stations, made in connection of LNG Blue Corridors Project, supported by the European 
Commission.

Figure 23: Estimated yearly income from a LNG/LBG refuelling station with different LNG/LBG price 
levels. Source: Cost analysis of LNG refuelling stations, made in connection of LNG Blue Corridors Project, 
supported by the European Commission.
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4.6 Development of G-Mobility Business Models

4.6.1 Development in Business Ecosystem and Value Chains 
The key factors affecting the future development of the business ecosystem needed for LNG/LBG 
infrastructure in Nordics are summarized in the next diagram.

There are more drivers and enablers to support the development of the business ecosystem than 
factors working against the development. Targets and behaviours of logistics companies, their cus-
tomers (like retail chains and manufacturing companies) and customers’ customers (consumers) are 
anticipated to play a more significant role in the future - the customer sits on the driver’s seat in the 
development.

A significant growth in the LNG/LBG infrastructure business is anticipated for the future. The related 
changes in the value chain are visualized in the following diagram.
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• Variations between Nordic countries as for enhancing LNG/LBG
• Difference between European trucks (semitrailers) and Nordic 

trucks (full trailers, need more power)
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Figure 24: Key factors affecting the development of the business ecosystem needed for LNG/LBG 
infrastructure
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back times can be attained in case of tax exemption possible in many EU countries.
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be used as a reference price, leading to payback time scaling from approximately 8 years to approx-
imately 3 years (not taking into account the cost of land).
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The main changes are expected to come from the increasing role of biogas producers, from the 
strengthening role of location owners in enabling the business set-up, from horizontal integration of 
gasoline and diesel distributors into LNG/LBG station infrastructure, as well as from the required 
reinforcing effect coming from logistics/trucking companies, their customers and customers’ cus-
tomers. The players in the infrastructure business expect a strong promotional support from con-
sumers who are increasingly demanding sustainability in the value chain of consumed goods.  The 
logistics and trucking companies are activating themselves to gather a critical mass of volumes to 
enable  investments in LNG/LBG-powered fleet and  to enable partnerships with fueling stations. 
Analysis of Business Model Development along the Value Chain

The future business model can be described separately for the value chain players in upstream, core 
and downstream of the value chain, and for main enablers.   The business model for each of the play-
ers is summarized with a key value proposition as well as sales and pricing approaches. 

Value Proposition What is the Value Proposition to customers? What direct services are 
offered? What additional service offering is included?

Market/Sales approach What G-mobility customer segments are targeted? How do we reach 
out to these segments?

Revenue/Pricing model Fixed vs variable fees? Packaged fees?
Pricing model? Pricing Schemes used (levels, time based etc). Discount/
Loyalty programs

Table 11: Overview to business model elements

Business models in the upstream value chain
The following table shows the characteristics of the future business model, when the focus of descrip-
tion is on upstream players and businesses of the value chain as well as key enablers.

The future business models of upstream players emphasize long-term partnerships with LNG/LBG 
fuelling infrastructure operators, as well as means to secure availability of supply and to improve 
cost-efficiency in the upstream.   

For the fuelling infrastructure the key suppliers - in addition to the fuel supply -  are equipment and 
service suppliers. In their business model they should respond to the increasing investment volumes 
and satisfy service requirements of the fuelling station operators in a cost-efficient way.

The vehicle manufacturers can be regarded as main enablers in the entire value chain. In their busi-
ness model they should guarantee the availability of powerful fleet with decreasing investment costs 
to fleet owners. Their added value comes also from promotion and communication activities targeted 
to a large audience in the value chain. 

Figure 25: Anticipated main changes in the value chain of the LNG/LBG infrastructure

FUTURE BUSINESS MODEL CHARACTERISTICS – FOCUS ON 
UPSTREAM  PLAYERS AND ENABLERS
Value chain player Key value proposition Sales approach Pricing approach

Gas/LNG importers
Biogas producers

LNG – currently available clean fuel for trucks. Biogas – a 
renewable fuel with benefits of  circular economy model. 
Providing LNG/LBG at a competitive wholesale price. 
Providing security of supply

Striving for long term 
partnerships with distributors,  
filling stations and  location 
owners

Gas / LNG: Global 
market price plus 
transmission costs
Biogas: competitive with 
subsidies

Liquefaction plants Conversion of gas to a liquid format at the most cost-
effective way. Security of supply

Source of revenues/target for 
sales actions:  filling stations 
(core). Partnerships with 
gas/biogas supply and LNG/LBG 
distribution

Fixed (Capex-based ) 
plus volume based 
elements in 
costs/pricing

Gas distributors
LNG /LBG distributors

Securing availability for filling stations at the most cost-
efficient way. Security of supply

Source of revenues/target for 
sales actions:  filling stations 
(core)
Long term partnerships with 
filling stations business

Volume based 

Equipment suppliers 
and O&M service 
providers for filling 
stations and 
liquefaction plants
(can be also considered 
as an enabler)

Availability of cost-effective versatile equipment for the 
investments.  Scaling up production to increasing demand. 
Continuously lowering CAPEX (with e.g. a leasing option) 
and OPEX for filling stations. Lifecycle services for filling 
stations

Source of revenues/target for 
sales actions:  filling stations and 
liquefaction plants

Fixed (capex)
Leasing (capex)
Fixed plus  volume 
based (O&M)

Vehicle manufacturers 
(enabler)

Truck development: longer distance, heavier loads, cheaper. 
Partnering with trucking companies and end customers to 
promote sales. Offers additional value with the purchase of a 
truck. 

Customers: Trucking companies 
(fleet owners)
Marketing also through end 
customers

Fixed
Leasing
Subsidies on 
procurement

Table 12: Summary of value chain players’ business models
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Business models in the core and downstream value chain
The following table shows the characteristics of the future business model, when the focus of descrip-
tion is on core players, downstream players and businesses as well as key enablers in the value chain. 

The future business models of fuelling infrastructure operators emphasize availability and compet-
itive pricing of LNG/LBG. As already emphasized, the expectations regarding logistics customers 
focus on materialization of sustainability requirements as longer contracts for LNG/LBG fuelled 
transports. The players in the infrastructure business expect a strong empowerment from consumers. 

A summary in a business canvas format
The business canvas (next diagram) summarizes the key characteristics of future business model for 
the LNG/LBG fuelling infrastructure business.

Table 13: Summary of value chain players’ business models

FUTURE BUSINESS MODEL CHARACTERISTICS – FOCUS ON CORE 
AND DOWNSTREAM PLAYERS AND KEY ENABLERS 
Value chain player Key value proposition Sales approach Pricing approach

Location owners (core, 
or close to core) 

An optimal location along corridors, in multifuel stations, in  
logistics centers. Renting to, selling to or partnering with the 
filling station business. Existing infrastructure, a natural 
stopping/service point for trucks, and alternative value 
adding services

Customers:  business of  
LNG/LBG filling station

Fixed capex-based: sales or 
renting of  the land area

LNG/LBG filling station 
business operators  
(infrastructure business, 
core)

LNG – currently available sustainable fuel for trucks. LBG – a 
renewable fuel with benefits of circular economy.  Investing 
in infrastructure and creating the ecosystem – the incentive 
scheme crucial.  Defining the retail  price of LNG/LBG - a the 
tax scheme crucial.  Providing information, service and 
advice at site.

B2B marketing actions towards 
trucking companies and their 
customers. A strong customer  
perspective with e.g. loyalty 
programs. Customer service and 
latest information technology to 
acess and inform customers

Price for LNG/LBG based on 
wholesale price (LNG imort, 
biogas production) and tax 
scheme.  Pricing for 
additional services

Trucking companies 
(“åkeri”, fleet owners, 
direct customers for the 
LNG/LBG infrastructure)

Gathering the critical mass of customers to enable  LNG/LBG 
fuelled transportation. Providing sustainable transport 
services for their customers. Price/cost of LNG/LBG and TCO 
of the fleet crucial and reflected in their value proposition. In 
a key role in enhancing use of LNG/LBG.

Sustainability as a sales 
argument when selling their 
services to 3PL/4PL or end 
customers

Tough price competition, 
value from the sustainability 
factor should be integrated 
in the price 

3PL/4PL logistics service 
providers (examples: 
DHL, Scenker, DSV)

Gathering the critical mass of end customers to enable  
LNG/LBG fuelled transportation by their truckers. Setting 
sustainability goals and requirements to enhance use of 
LNG/LBG by trucking co’s. Making longer term contracts with 
trucking co’s to enable investments in LNG/LBG trucks

Sustainability as a sales 
argument when selling their 
services to logistics end 
customers

Tough price competition, 
value from the sustainability 
factor should be integrated 
in the price

Logistics end customers 
(examples: Ikea, Axfood, 
Coop, H&M…)

Setting sustainability goals and requirements to enhance use 
of LNG/LBG in their transportation. Making longer term 
contracts with 4PL/3PL or trucking companies to enable fleet 
investments

Using sustainability (sustainable 
logistics) in their marketing 
towards consumers

Consumers of 
transported goods

Empowering the entire value chain: demanding for 
sustainability, i.e. LNG/LBG fuelled transportation, reflecting 
this preference in their opinions and buying behavior

The main changes are expected to come from the increasing role of biogas producers, from the 
strengthening role of location owners in enabling the business set-up, from horizontal integration of 
gasoline and diesel distributors into LNG/LBG station infrastructure, as well as from the required 
reinforcing effect coming from logistics/trucking companies, their customers and customers’ cus-
tomers. The players in the infrastructure business expect a strong promotional support from con-
sumers who are increasingly demanding sustainability in the value chain of consumed goods.  The 
logistics and trucking companies are activating themselves to gather a critical mass of volumes to 
enable  investments in LNG/LBG-powered fleet and  to enable partnerships with fueling stations. 
Analysis of Business Model Development along the Value Chain

The future business model can be described separately for the value chain players in upstream, core 
and downstream of the value chain, and for main enablers.   The business model for each of the play-
ers is summarized with a key value proposition as well as sales and pricing approaches. 

Value Proposition What is the Value Proposition to customers? What direct services are 
offered? What additional service offering is included?

Market/Sales approach What G-mobility customer segments are targeted? How do we reach 
out to these segments?

Revenue/Pricing model Fixed vs variable fees? Packaged fees?
Pricing model? Pricing Schemes used (levels, time based etc). Discount/
Loyalty programs

Table 11: Overview to business model elements

Business models in the upstream value chain
The following table shows the characteristics of the future business model, when the focus of descrip-
tion is on upstream players and businesses of the value chain as well as key enablers.

The future business models of upstream players emphasize long-term partnerships with LNG/LBG 
fuelling infrastructure operators, as well as means to secure availability of supply and to improve 
cost-efficiency in the upstream.   

For the fuelling infrastructure the key suppliers - in addition to the fuel supply -  are equipment and 
service suppliers. In their business model they should respond to the increasing investment volumes 
and satisfy service requirements of the fuelling station operators in a cost-efficient way.

The vehicle manufacturers can be regarded as main enablers in the entire value chain. In their busi-
ness model they should guarantee the availability of powerful fleet with decreasing investment costs 
to fleet owners. Their added value comes also from promotion and communication activities targeted 
to a large audience in the value chain. 

Figure 25: Anticipated main changes in the value chain of the LNG/LBG infrastructure

FUTURE BUSINESS MODEL CHARACTERISTICS – FOCUS ON 
UPSTREAM  PLAYERS AND ENABLERS
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Providing security of supply

Striving for long term 
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Gas / LNG: Global 
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Liquefaction plants Conversion of gas to a liquid format at the most cost-
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Source of revenues/target for 
sales actions:  filling stations 
(core). Partnerships with 
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Fixed (Capex-based ) 
plus volume based 
elements in 
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Gas distributors
LNG /LBG distributors

Securing availability for filling stations at the most cost-
efficient way. Security of supply

Source of revenues/target for 
sales actions:  filling stations 
(core)
Long term partnerships with 
filling stations business

Volume based 

Equipment suppliers 
and O&M service 
providers for filling 
stations and 
liquefaction plants
(can be also considered 
as an enabler)

Availability of cost-effective versatile equipment for the 
investments.  Scaling up production to increasing demand. 
Continuously lowering CAPEX (with e.g. a leasing option) 
and OPEX for filling stations. Lifecycle services for filling 
stations

Source of revenues/target for 
sales actions:  filling stations and 
liquefaction plants

Fixed (capex)
Leasing (capex)
Fixed plus  volume 
based (O&M)

Vehicle manufacturers 
(enabler)

Truck development: longer distance, heavier loads, cheaper. 
Partnering with trucking companies and end customers to 
promote sales. Offers additional value with the purchase of a 
truck. 

Customers: Trucking companies 
(fleet owners)
Marketing also through end 
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Table 12: Summary of value chain players’ business models
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The business canvas analysis strengthens some messages from the earlier analysis:
• Industry knowledge and relations are considered one of the key delivery capabilities in the fuel-

ling infrastructure business. This is an obvious difference to e-mobility. In g-mobility, the expec-
tation of new entrants coming outside the industry are low

• Municipalities and location owners (land owners) have a strong role in supporting a successful 
investment to LNG/LBG fuelling infrastructure. Location of a filling station is everything – it 
should be a natural place for a time-efficient multi-purpose stop for a truck driver.  The munici-
pality has an important  role in land use planning and zoning.

• The service at site is one of key elements in value offering of the fuelling infrastructure operator, 
for both fuel availability and safety reasons. The service processes should be aligned with the 
education offered to LNG/LBG truck drivers. In future case of an operator owning several LNG/
LBG refuelling stations, a centralized remote-control facility with a dual-direction communica-
tion channel to the fuelling station should be implemented for cost-efficient 24/7 services 

4.6.2 Summary of future business models
Based on anticipated development of first-mover strategies and development along the value chain as 
described in the previous chapter, the future g-mobility business models can be summarized as Gas-
driven, Infrastructure-driven, Customer value-driven or Opportunity-driven. These models can also 
be characterized according to their focus on “product push” or “market pull”. It is not probable that 
a perfect pure form of any of four business models will exist but there will be a dominating business 
model (reflecting the main earning logic) with some elements from other business models.
 
First mover strategy Business strategy developing from 

the first mover strategy
Brief name for the future 
business model 

Vertical integration Getting added business value 
from access to growing volumes 
of imported or produced liquefied 
gas (LNG/LBG). “Product push” 
dominating over “market pull”

Gas-driven

Horizontal integration Getting added business value from 
adding products to  existing fuel 
distribution infrastructure (fuel 
stations). “Infrastructure push” and 
“market pull” in balance

Infrastructure-driven

Key delivery 
capabilities

• Industry knowledge 
and relations 

• Financing capabilities

• Supply chain for 
LNG/LBG (with 
synergies if possible)

• Operational contracts 
for LNG/LBG sourcing, 
operations (e.g. 
control room), 
maintenance

Key delivery 
resources and 
partners
• A beneficial location

• Municipality (permits)

• Lobby groups on the 
local, regional and 
national levels

Cost structure

• Investment costs 
CAPEX

• Land area 

• Fuelling station 
(0.5 – 1.2 M€)

• LBG: Liquefier 
(4-5 M€)

• Operating costs 
OPEX

• LNG/LBG 
purchase price

• Operating 
personnel

• Maintenance of 
station 
equipment

Value proposition
service offering

• Increasing 
sustainability for  
heavy transport 

• Meeting political / 
regulatory 
objectives (e.g. 
environmental 
zones)

• Availability of fuel : 
Truck Point/ 
Station, Logistics 
Center, Industrial 
site with a lot of 
truck traffic 

• Multifuel (CNG, 
diesel, HVO, …)

• Personnel at site: 
safety, language 
capabilities for 
international 
drivers

• LBG for the orthern 
parts without gas

Pricing model
• Competitive with 

diesel using same 
amount of 
renewables

• Indexing to the 
global price of LNG

• Pricing of LBG?

Customer segment
• Trucking companies with 

heavy long-haul trucks

Customer 
relationships
• Information about the 

pricing model: 
comparison of prices 
(comparability), effects 
of less CO2

• App for contacting the 
station

• Personnel  at the station 
/ remote control room 
(safety)

• Loyalty programs

Customers’ 
customers 
(end  
customers) 
• 3PL/4Pl logistics 

providers 
enhancing 
LNG/LBG

• An end 
customer base 
for which 
sustainability is 
a 
must/advantag
e 

• Wholesale 
and retail 
(Axfood, 
Ikea, …)

• Beverages 
(Karlsberg, 
..)

• Other: 
H&M, ..

• Long term 
contracts  with 
logistics 
companies

A BUSINESS CANVAS SUMMARIZING LNG/LBG FUELLING 
INFRASTRUCTURE BUSINESS MODEL 

Key success factors:  broadening empowerment and actions towards fossil free transport in the entire value 
chain; industrial knowledge, good location; customer base;  ability to create a local ecosystem for LBG supply

Figure 26: The business canvas summarizing the future business model for the LNG/LBG fuelling 
infrastructure
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Segmentation Getting added business value 
from  broader offering to selected 
(existing) customer groups. “Market 
pull” dominating over “product 
push”

Customer value-driven

(Niche – not existing) Getting added business value  from 
an opportunity, which could be an 
optimal location (“infrastructure 
push”) or access to a critical mass of 
customers (“market pull”)  

Opportunity-driven

Table 14: Summary of business model development

Characteristics of Gas-driven business model
The companies following this business model have access to growing volumes of imported or pro-
duced gas which will be liquefied to LNG (natural gas from pipeline or imported LNG) or LBG 
(locally produced biogas liquefied).  They will invest in and operate fuelling infrastructure to create 
a distribution network for their main product.  The earning logic focuses on upstream value chain, so 
production/import cost variations are critical for their business. When these companies plan to invest 
in the fuelling infrastructure, they have to network with the players creating demand, i.e.  existing 
fuel stations or owners of good locations.  As significant players in Nordics, like FordonsGas and 
Gasum,  are already executing this strategy, the smaller biogas producers are expected to be the new 
players (entrants) with this business model.

Characteristics of Infrastructure-driven business model 
The companies following this business model will own and manage fuelling stations with a variety of 
fuel offering along the main corridors. They will complement their existing business with LNG/LBG 
offering at those stations. The earning logic focuses on cost-effective distribution with a pre-defined 
sufficient margin level for each fuel.  The pump price (retail price) will closely follow the wholesale 
price of fuel. When these companies plan to invest in the LNG/LBG fuelling infrastructure, they have 
to network with the suppliers of fuel , i.e. LNG/LBG importers or producers. There are a few existing 
fuel station chains already executing this strategy (like CircleK), and it is expected that some global 
players will enter the business in Nordics.

Characteristics of Customer value-driven business model
The companies following this business model will invest in and operate LNG/LBG fuelling infra-
structure to get more business with their selected customer segments and strive for increased loyalty 
of and better profitability from these segments.  They will complement their existing offering  with 
LNG/LBG and related services.. The earning logic focuses on long-term cash flow from selected 
value-adding customer segments.  When these companies plan to invest in the LNG/LBG fuelling 
infrastructure, they have to arrange fuel supply  unless they have their inhouse channels. For distri-
bution they have to get access to suitable locations by partnering with fuel station chains or utilizing 
location-related opportunities.  E.ON with its approach could possibly be an example of this business 
model.

Characteristics of Opportunity-driven business model
The companies following this business model will invest in and operate LNG/LBG fueling infra-
structure based on either anticipated - and eventually contracted - purchases from  a specific customer 
group, or on access to a favorable location. If the opportunity is based on purchase intentions of one 
major customer (one major trucking company with its end customers) or a group of customers, the 
most probable business operator will be a logistics service provider.  If the opportunity is based on an 
optimal location, the most probable business operator will be an operator of a logistics center, a port 
or a logistics terminal. The earning logic will be based on a stream of added revenues from LNG/
LBG with minor added costs. The uncertainties related to this kind of an individual business oppor-
tunity could be tackled e.g. by moveable light-structured fueling stations.
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4.7 Business Models Potential Impact on G-Mobility
A relevant framework is needed in order to be able to analyse the impact of business models on a 
desired development for G-mobility. Based on the key findings in this study, three main targets have 
been identified, which all are equally important to drive the development of G-mobility in a desired 
direction. These three targets create a framework for analysing the potential impact of business 
models, being the impact positive (supporting the target) or negative (working against the target): 
Target 1: Increasing LNG/LBG demand (use) in heavy-duty transport
Target 2: Scaling up the LNG/LBG infrastructure (fuelling station network)
Target 3: Providing LNG/LBG at a competitive price (cf. diesel)

Achieving these three main targets parallelly and in a synchronized way would lead to a healthy 
balance between fuelling infrastructure investments and LNG/LBG demand, as well as to a healthy 
development of competition in the market.

The analysis summarized in the next table shows the potential impact of actions related the antici-
pated business models. The actions are analysed for each of the three main development targets. The 
actions having a positive impact for the target (supporting the target) are preceded with plus (+) sign 
and the actions having a negative impact (working against the target) with minus (-) sign.  

Increasing LNG/LBG 
demand (use)  in 
heavy transport

Scaling up the 
LNG/LBG 

infrastructure (filling 
station network)

Providing LNG/LBG 
at a competitive 
price (cf. diesel) 

SUCCESSFUL DEVELOPMENT OF G-MOBILITY INFRASTRUCTURE

Figure 27: Illustration of main targets to drive development the LNG/LBG fuelling infrastructure

Anticipated business 
models

Target 1: Increasing LNG/LBG demand in 
heavy transport

Target 2: Scaling up  the infrastructure 
(fueling station network)

Target 3: Providing LNG/LBG at a 
competitive price (cf. diesel) 

LNG/LBG  supply and 
distribution

+ Promoting LNG/LBG
+ Enhancing security of supply
- Cases of lack of supply

+ Selecting suitable distribution channels + Securing low wholesale price of 
LNG/LBG 
- Cases of high prices in the global 
market of LNG 

Location owners + Offering cost-efficient location in main 
corridors, where trucks stop naturally
+ Setting up multifuel stations with auxiliary 
services for truckers

+ Securing low land-related  costs
+ Providing synergetic location with other 
facilities for truckers 
- Cases in which the land ownership issues 
restrict the investment

+ Keeping reasonable land/rental 
prices

Equipment and  O&M 
suppliers

+ Marketing / promoting efforts + Proactivly following the development in the 
market
+ Scaling up production to meet the increasing 

demand
- Cases of production bottlenecks

+ Lobbying and promotion actions 
towards policy makers for 
environmentally-based incentives

Vehicle manufacturers + Prioritizing and standardizing vehicle 
development 
+ Cutting manufacturing costs
+ Promoting procurement subsidies towards 
trucking co’s
+ Creating awareness
- Cases of technical problems or inability to 

deliver

+ Co-operation with infra owners to promote  
LNG/LBG

+ Lobbying and promotion actions  
towards policy makers  for 
environmentally-based incentives

Trucking companies + Promoting sustainability (long term 
contracts for LNG/LBG transport) towards 
their customers
+ Calculating the total-cost-ownership (TCO)
+ Being the transition agents
- Sticking to the existing solutions

+ Co-operation with the infrastructure 
business to create local critical mass for 
LNG/LBG fuelled transport

+ Lobbying and promotion actions 
towards policy makers for 
environmentally-based incentives

3PL/4PL logistics service 
providers

+ Being the first movers /transition agents 
+ Contracting for LNG/LBG  trucking

+ Creating a critical mass of transport volumes 
to enable investments in LNG/LBG fleet and 
fueling stations
+/- Cases of investing in private stations

End customers of logistics + Promoting/ demanding sustainability
+ Being the transition agents 
+ Contracting long term for LNG/LBG fuelled 
trucking

+ Creating a critical mass of transport volumes 
to enable investments in LNG/LBG fleet and 
fueling stations
+/- Cases of investing in private stations

Consumers of transported 
goods

+ Setting and communicating purchasing 
preferences to favour sustainable logistics 
chains 

Table 15: A summary of impact analysis
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The analysis in the previous table shows that all players along the value chain can contribute posi-
tively to the development of G-Mobility. All players can promote and market LNG as an available 
cleaner fuel, which is paving way to LBG as a future renewable fuel. A very powerful positive impact 
will come from logistics end customers and consumers if they actively strive for more sustainable 
logistics chains and materialize their intentions in logistics contracts and purchasing decisions. 

There are significant players also outside the main value chain, like political decision makers, reg-
ulators and lobbyists. Their positive contribution comes from promoting LNG/LBG as an available 
means towards sustainability in heavy transport as well as implementing regulations and subsidies to 
incentivize use of LNG/LBG. These issues are described in more detail in Policy implications.

4.8 Future Scenarios for G-Mobility

4.8.1 Main Uncertainties 
While there are clear growth expectations for LNG/LBG fuelling infrastructure business, there are 
still also significant uncertainties. The main uncertainties affecting the future development of LNG/
LBG infrastructure business can be summarized as  
• The actual development in number of heavy-duty trucks using LNG/LBG on roads
• The actual development in coverage/matureness of the fuelling station network
• Future policies, regulations and incentives acting pro/con LNG/LBG  
• The actual development of end-customer insight, especially its materialization in long-term con-

tracts for trucking companies with LNG/LBG-fuelled fleet
• Future availability and price development of LNG/LBG (price cf. diesel)
• Development pace of an applicable electric power solution (electric roads) for heavy-duty 

long-haulage transport. 

The following table summarizes the dimensions for the scenario analysis based on the identified 
main uncertainties.

In addition, one of the uncertainties could be the development of open access LNG/LBG infrastruc-
ture in Denmark along international corridors. A negative development (zero or too few fuelling 
stations) could affect the volumes of LNG/LBG-fuelled international road transport from/to Sweden, 
although not hinder it, due to available ferry connections.

SCENARIO DIMENSIONS 
(MAIN UNCERTAINTIES)

SCENARIO 1 – LOW 
PENETRATION OF LNG/LBG IN 

HEAVY-DUTY TRANSPORT

SCENARIO 2 – MEDIUM 
PENETRATION OF LNG/LBG IN 

HEAVY-DUTY TRANSPORT

SCENARIO 3 – HIGH 
PENETRATION OF LNG/LBG 

IN HEAVY-DUTY TRANSPORT

Volumes of trucks using 
LNG/LBG, Sweden and 
Denmark

1000 - 2000 Around 10 000 25 000 - 30 000

Coverage/matureness of 
station network, Sweden and 
Denmark

20 stations 50 100

Policies and regulations 
pro/con LNG /LBG in 
Sweden and Denmark

Con / strongly against Medium Pro / strongly favouring

Strength of end-customer 
insight – level in which 
preferences are materialized 
in actions pro LNG/LBG

Weak end-customer insight Medium end-customer insight High end-customer insight

Availability and price 
development of LNG/LBG 
(price cf. diesel)

Increasing pump prices, problems in 
availability

Medium Decreasing pump prices, good 
availability

The development of 
applicable electric power 
solution for heavy-duty long-
haulage transport  (electric 
roads) 

Fast visible development of electric 
powering 

Slow development of electric 
powering

No applicable solutions in the 
foreseen future

INDICATIVE SCENARIO DIMENSION ANALYSIS

Table 16: Scenario dimensions
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4.8.2 Overview to a few main scenarios

Case 1
In the first scenario building case the uncertainties analysed are volumes (number of) LNG/LBG 
trucks on roads, reflected in the coverage of fuelling station network, and the driving force of market 
development, described as “public push” and “market pull”. “Public push” means strongly favoura-
ble policies, regulations and incentives pro LNG/LBG. “Market pull” means preferences of logistics 
customers materializing as procurement and contracting decisions.  

Depending on the outcome of the uncertainties, four different scenarios can be identified, each with 
unique effects for the business of LNG/LBG infrastructure providers.   

From the analysis the conclusion can be drawn that a certain level of “market pull” is always needed 
to create a situation with a positive image and solid growth ground for LNG/LBG fueled transport 
and related fuelling infrastructure. This strengthens one of the main messages of the study, i.e. logis-
tics customers sitting on the driver’s seat in the fuelling infrastructure development.

Case 2
In the second scenario building case the main uncertainties analysed are volumes of (number of) 
LNG/LBG trucks, reflected in the coverage of fuelling station network, and the anticipated future 
clean solution for the heavy-duty long-haulage transport, described in the axis electricity - gas. 
Depending on the outcome of the uncertainties, four different scenarios can be identified, each with 
unique effects on the business of LNG/LBG infrastructure providers.   

Figure 28: Illustration of scenarios in the first scenario building case 

Figure 29: Illustration of scenarios in the second scenario building case
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From the analysis the conclusion can be drawn that the occasionally published media news describ-
ing electricity (electric roads) as a potential clean solution for heavy-duty transport are working 
against LNG/LBG, unless applicability and time frame of electric roads are carefully evaluated and 
considered.  This strengthens one of the main messages of the study, i.e. LNG is the available cleaner 
fuel for the heavy-duty transport at the moment and it paves way to renewable LBG. 

4.9 Conclusions on G-Mobility Business Models

General
The LNG/LBG infrastructure business is currently developing in Nordic countries. There is an 
increased interest from the national level, with financial incentives for use of LNG/LBG and for 
related investments. There is a positive development atmosphere especially in Sweden based on 
recently announced investment initiatives by FordonsGas and Gasum.  

All players in the value chain can promote LNG as an available cleaner fuel, paving way to renew-
able LBG. A very powerful impact will come from consumers if they are determined in preferring 
sustainable logistics chains with cleaner transport modes in their purchasing decisions. 

There are significant players outside the main value chain, like political decision makers, regulators 
and lobbyists who can contribute by promoting LNG/LBG as an available means towards sustaina-
bility in heavy transport, as well as by implementing regulations and subsidies to incentivize use of 
LNG/LBG. 

Key success factors for entering the fuelling infrastructure business
The following diagram summarizes key success factors for a player planning to enter the LNG/LBG 
fuelling infrastructure business.

In the bottom of the diagram there are the basic conditions to be met when planning and implement-
ing the investment: good industrial knowledge, existing supply chain for LNG/LBG and competitive 
pricing of LNG/LBG for getting started and scaling-up the volumes. Based on these factors, the key 
is to find an optimal location for the fuelling station and to partner with logistics and trucking com-
panies in creating the critical mass of demand. The key factor supporting the growth of business can 
be seen at top of the diagram: the actions in the entire value chain towards decarbonisation of the 
logistics industry. 

Anticipated development of business models
Achieving three main targets parallelly and in a synchronized way drives the overall  development of 
the LNG/LBG fuelling infrastructure business: 1) Increasing LNG/LBG demand (use) in heavy-duty 
transport 2) Scaling up the LNG/LBG infrastructure (fuelling station network) 3) Providing LNG/
LBG at a competitive price (cf. diesel).

Based on anticipated development of first-mover strategies and development along the value chain, 
the future g-mobility business models can be summarized as Gas-driven, Infrastructure-driven, Cus-
tomer value-driven or Opportunity-driven. In Gas-driven model the operator aims at getting added 

Figure 30:  Key success factors for entering the LNG/LBG fuelling infrastructure business
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business value from access to growing volumes of imported or produced liquefied gas (LNG/LBG). 
In Infrastructure-driven model, the operator strives for getting added business value from adding 
products to existing fuel distribution infrastructure (fuel stations). In Customer value-driven model 
the operator’s goal is to get added business value from broader offering to selected (existing) cus-
tomer groups. In Opportunity-driven model the operator will utilize an opportunity, which could be 
an access to an optimal location station,  or an access to a critical mass of customers.  

Logistics customers sit on the driver’s seat in the fuelling infrastructure development, as they have 
the decision power to contract sustainable trucking services. An active role of logistics and trucking 
companies is also critical in marketing the benefits of LNG/LBG, gathering the critical masses of 
clients and volumes and investing in LNG/LBG fuelled fleet..  The vehicle manufacturers have an 
important enabling role, as in addition to the vehicle development,they have the communication 
power and expertise to promote the use of LNG/LBG in media.

Selecting and managing a favourable location is a key success factor in the LNG/LBG infrastructure 
business. Such locations include e.g.  frequently used truck stops as well as logistics/transport centres 
along the corridors. The refuelling stations should create a sufficient network to ensure the availa-
bility of  LNG/LBG, and the entire business ecosystem related to LNG/LBG infrastructure business 
should develop further. E.g. the equipment supplies and O&M services for LNG/LBG fuelling sta-
tions should level up to meet the increasing demand. 

Summary
The following diagram summarizes the elements in the process for commencing the LNG/LBG   
infrastructure (fuelling station) business, i.e. getting it up and running.

Figure 31: Elements in the process of commencing LNG/LBG infrastructure business 
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4.10 Policy Implications 
To strengthen the g-mobility market, and to make business models more viable, there is need for 
policy measures and subsidies, both in the short and long term. The predictability of  policies/subsi-
dies is a key factor, as the creation of the needed ecosystem takes some time.  The policy guidelines 
and measures that has arisen from the business model analysis are discussed below in brief.

1. The most important guideline addresses the encouragement of market pull, i.e. the end customer 
demand, for LNG/LBG fuelled transport. This could be implemented via measures like setting 
political targets and guidelines, delivering information of benefits of increasing sustainability in 
the logistics value chain and, if necessary, introducing regulations and incentives to increase the 
share of clean fuels in heavy-duty transport volumes e.g. by blending obligations 

2. It is also important to create and maintain a competitive price level for LNG/LBG, compared 
with diesel, by introducing predictable long-term tax benefits (tax exemption). The use of LBG 
as such or blended could be enhanced by binding the tax benefits to the CO2 reduction effect. 
This policy guideline would in practise implement the EU and national targets for CO2 reduction 
in transport sector 

3. In order to encourage the overall technology transition from mature diesel technology to still 
developing and thus more expensive LNG/LBG technology, both the vehicle investments and 
fuelling infrastructure investment should be subsidised for a certain period of transition time. For 
the fleet owners the outcome should be a lowered TCO (total-cost-of-ownership) encouraging 
shift to LNG/LBG powered fleet. For the fuelling infrastructure business the subsidies should be 
used to overcome the uncertainties related to the substantial investment needed to build a net-
work of stations. 
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5. Overall Conclusions and 
GREAT Recommendations
A successful introduction of cleaner transportation solutions on a large scale remains critical to 
the current European Union goals for both reducing dependence on fossil fuels and their nega-
tive effects on the environment and climate.

The GREAT project aims at making the TEN-T Scandinavian-Mediterranean Corridor between 
Hamburg and Oslo/Stockholm one of the first to meet the EU’s directive for alternative fuels, in 
both light and heavy road transport segments. The light segment in this case refers to e-mobility 
and the heavy segment to g-mobility. The project has as one objective to highlight and discuss 
business models of alternative fuels infrastructure as a contribution to the decarbonisation of 
road transport.

This report’s conclusions on e-mobility for the light passenger car transportation flows as well 
as g-mobility heavy truck long haul goods flows reveal that there are significant opportunities to 
support and accelerate a transformation away from fossil transports in the corridor. 
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5.1 E-Mobility
This study on business models shows that there is a very large number of disparate players involved 
some large with deep understanding from creating an infrastructure and others very agile but with 
limited experience from infrastructure solutions. This mix is healthy particularly in the early devel-
opment phases but in our view the build up of a proper infrastructure now typically requires consoli-
dation and cooperation. This next step is already happening through all the vertical integration taking 
place and alliances and partnerships being set up. 

Business models are key to capitalise on new technology and market opportunities. Several business 
models have emerged based on the players business platform legacy. When it comes to the, for e-mo-
bility critical public charging segment, business models need to cope with little demand and large 
investments. Most viable business models for public charging are therefore trying to find additional 
revenue sources or sharing investments. Several of the large vehicle OEMs, power grid companies 
or global fuel station chains will also have to look beyond the stand alone public charging business.

Important recommendations based on our study include encouraging collective solutions and val-
uable consolidation that will create robust players that can take on both operational and financial 
responsibility for the transformation required. There is also a need to monitor that the directive on 
interoperability is implemented through national and EU legislation.
 
Further it is suggested to take action now and work along the policy principles suggested (not neces-
sarily in detail) in order to particularly drive demand, create a better structured first infrastructure and 
promote industry wide solutions that are open and meet customer requirements. 

5.2 G-Mobility
The LNG/LBG infrastructure business is still taking its first steps in the Nordic countries. However, 
there is a positive development atmosphere especially in Sweden.

Our study has revealed both upstream and downstream players of which core players are location 
owners and business operators of LNG/LBG fuelling stations. Business models identified reflect 
commonly known business strategies such as vertical integration, horizontal integration, segmen-
tation and niche strategies. In the future there will probably be dominance of horizontal integration 
over vertical integration and segmenting strategies over niche strategies.

Logistics customers are in the driver’s seat in the LNG/LNG fuelling infrastructure development, 
as they have the decision power to demand and contract sustainable trucking services. Vehicle man-
ufacturers have an important enabling role in creating the demand for LNG/LBG as they have the 
communication power and expertise to promote the use of LNG/LBG. An active role of logistics 
and trucking companies is critical. The companies should actively market the benefits of LNG/LBG, 
gather critical mass of customers and volumes, invest in LNG/LBG fuelled fleet and thus increase 
demand for LNG/LBG.

There are three main targets which all are equally important to drive the development of g-mobil-
ity business models in a desired direction. Achieving these three main targets in parallel drives the 
successful development of the LNG/LBG fuelling infrastructure: 1) Increasing LNG/LBG demand 
(use) in heavy-duty transport 2) Scaling up the LNG/LBG infrastructure (fuelling station network) 3) 
Providing LNG/LBG at a competitive price (cf. diesel)

It is recommended to take action now and work along the policy principles suggested in order to 1) 
drive demand, 2) create conditions and maintain competitive price levels for LNG/LBG and 3) pro-
pose subsidies on both vehicle and fuelling infrastructure investments.

From the sustainability perspective it is important to recognize that LNG is the available fuel cleaner 
than diesel for the heavy-duty transport at the moment, and it paves way to renewable LBG as the 
next step.

This report shows that the alternative fuel developments observed in e- and g-mobility are enough to 
right away take bigger and faster steps towards a large scale alternative fuels transition.
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List of abbreviations
CNG, Compressed natural gas
LNG, Liquified natural gas
CBG, Compressed biogas
LBG, Liquified biogas
DAFI, Directive of Alternative Fuel Infrastructure
Bcm, Billion cubic meters
HVO, Hydrotreated vegetable oil, synthetic biodiesel 
FAME, Fatty acid methyl ester, biodiesel

EV, Electric vehicle
HEV, Hybrid electric vehicle
PHEV, Plug-in hybrid electric vehicle
BEV, Battery electric vehicle
ICEV, Internal combustion engine vehicle
CPO, Charging point operator
CP, Charging point
FCEV, Fuel cell electric vehicle
SW, Software
HW, Hardware

AFV, Alternative fuel vehicle
ZEV, Zero emission vehicle

HGV, Heavy goods vehicle
LDV, Light duty vehicle

TCO, Total cost of ownership
B2B, BtoB, Business-to-Business 
B2C, BtoC, Business-to-Consumers
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